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^ M I S S "THE
[iffsVND'AY

1 1C 1 a c ' f l j^lj_i! t o c k t o n

fiventy-One

pacificites

fo Asilomar
Varied Program Awaits
Delegates During
Week at Asilomar
-one Pacific students have
iened up for the annual Regional Y. M
P A Y. W. O. A. conference at Asilomar.
This representation, while small, is suffi
fiently filled with persons of importance
t0 both contribute to the conference and
to bring from it a contribution to the
college campus.
Twenty

CELEBRITIES

The delegatioon includes Bill Thomas,
who is regional chairman of the Y. M
C, A., Dr. Ralph Eckert, round table
leader, Mae Weigart, who is the first stu
dent, to have complete charge of the
worship services at an Asilomar confer
ence: and Charles Mokiao and James Ai
the two delegates who represent not only
College of the Pacific, but also help in
the representation of the Territory of Ha
waii.
The members of the delegation ex
pect to leave their homes on the morn
ing of December 26, and spend the ensu
ing week at the conference. Each indi
vidual has expressed anticipation for the
week of events which will do much to
enrich their lives and personalities.
LEADERSHIP
There are few conferences which can
boast of leadership such as is the leaders
of this particular group. The men and
women who come to the conference to
guide its round tables do so for the ex
perience of helping college students; and
they admirably succeed in submerging
their personalities and ideas to fit the
temper of the students who spend their
time trying to work out solutions to the
problems ranging from National Politics
to Men and Women relations.
The department of recreation at
Asilomar is one of great importance; and
111 this field another of the Pacific Dele
gates is a shining light. Grant Colliver
erves in the capacity of Craft Leader,
nd will spend a full week in teaching
sorts of interesting craft hobbies to
e ® a ny students who besiege him with
esti °ns and bother him with the desire
1
t o r help.
The
•me full v Pacific delegation: Mae
5i a r
,
t. Dick Ulrey, Charles Mokiao,
Jai/
James
k° r r a * n e I n & ram > Bes Dow',
Gov ^omas, Roberta Thomas, Evelyn
MarSret
Bill
Campbell, Dr. Eckert,
o
Son , r l t m a n > Bill Kennedy, Don Jackn
F o r d,
John .
Bob Warren, Doris
S
n
J
a
Stms ° '
mes
Rideout, Rossmary
a a er, Ethel Stark, and Grant Colliver.

FUTURE

AVIATORS,

ATTENTION

'hstrn°f ess0r Boscoe Bancroft, aviation
den^ ( t 0 r ' ^ a s announced that all stuana „ mte rested in the flight training
Semest° Und s c h °ol courses for this coming
ear]i P „f r ^ a d better see him at their
A| S ® oss ible convenience.
fr 0ltl I J a ^ or matioon will be given out
dent 'I, pffice personally to each stuhiade
.'Sibility lists are now being
is a '
^ students wait too long, there
c bance that they will not be
course
spidn°
Dniester

"MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND A
HAPPY NEW YEAR"
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"MESSIAH"
GIVEN
SUNDAY
Coming Performance of
Oratorio Marks
End of Two Centuries
Presentation of the annual Christmas
oratorio, Handel's "Messiah," will ap
proach the second century of productions
for this musical program.

Marking the one hundred and ninetyninth year since Handel first offered it
to the public, Pacific's combined junior
college and college chorus of over a hun
dred and fifty voices will again sing the
"Messiah" for music lovers this Sunday
afternoon. Many of the customs of that
first presentation are still retained, tra
ditions of production, the soloists, and
the public audience.
TIME, PLAGE

Three, on Sunday afternoon is the
time that has become a Pacific tradition
for offering the "Messiah" on the Sun
day preceding the Christmas vacation
time. J. Russell Bodley will direct the
oratorio.
The orchestra is comprised mainly of
students selected from the College of
Pacific orchestra, and a few additional
members.
Norman Lamb is concertmaster for the afternoon. David Jones,
organ student in the Pacific Conserva
tory, will play on the Rollo V. Watt or
gan during the intermission. He will play
the "Pastoral Symphony" which is a part
of the "Messiah" written by Handel as
an organ interlude.
Soloists are all selected from the mu
sical talent offered by the Conservatory
and its graduates. Margaret George, so
prano from Alameda, will be remembered
for her solo work in the A Cappella
Choir, and various musical comedies.
Margaret Lee, alto, from Jerome, Idaho,
is a senior student in the college, and
she is well-known on the campus for her
musical and dramatic appearances. Fran
cis Wilson, tenor, is from Upland, Cali
fornia, where he is teaching. Bill Ram
sey, concludes the list of soloists, being
the bass soloist from Stockton. He will
also he remembered for his appearance
with the A Cappella Choir, and in musi
cal comedies.
Each year that the "Messiah" is pre
sented some of the favorite numbers are
sung again, but also the chorus presents
different numbers than those sung the
preceding year. The interesting feature
of this years' production will not be dis
closed until almost the very end.
Among the eleven choruses to be sung
the last four will be quite spectacular,
and satisfy a number of requests. The
impressive "Forever Is the Lamb of
God" will be preceded by the sincere sol
emnity of "Since by Man Came Death."
Then the second part of the powerful
chorus the "Amen Fugue," not sung for
five years, will he followed by the mag
nificent and familiar "Hallelujah" chor
us, thus concluding another historic pre
sentation of the "Messiah," both for the
college and the memory of its composer.

500 ENROLLED IN COP
According to the College of the Paci
fic Registration Office, tlij enrollment
for the fall term in senior college, is ex
actly 500 even. Of this number, 264 are
men'students and 238 are women.
The music department leads in stu
dents enrolled, with 85 in classes. The
English department has 50, the Educa
tion, Speech, and Business departments
3 0 e a c h , w h i l e Sociological t r a i l s w i t h 2 8 .
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Today we know that irresistible

as the Black Death, a disease which1
ter.
rified the whole world from 1348 t 01 ?i
This disease killed over one-third I349,'
population in Britain alone, a n < T time no remedy was known to"stop ^
continued spread. But this Black N [
is not the only epidemic that has can! 5
until death, for according to sciemi?
the world has an epidemic of some h
every quarter of a century. We have!!
least heard of the Flu epidemic Whil
killed off nearly-as-many American
diers as did the war itself.
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CAMPUS CHRISTMAS
Students should be reminded that the
Christmas season is approaching, not
Hallowe'en or April Fool's Day . . .
Vandalism is not approved in any so
ciety nor in any form, but the desecra
tion of Christmas decorations seems to
rage prevalent on the Pacific campus.
An evil "tradition" which has existed for
a period of many years here is the plot
ting of organized students to destroy or
ruin the decorations of rival sororities
and fraternities.
This is an activity
which is not only frowned upon but which
should absolutely be wiped out for the
good not only of the school but of the
students themselves.

°

Far into the depths of ^
the e
whispering started telling of a ast
f
which grew as it moved. Over A • 6
rolled, westward into - Europe ^ it
gaining momentum as it went.!*,!!^8
left nothing but
uui death
ueavn ana
and a„.,
destr, 11 it
its
wake.
" Uct u>n
in
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FOOD SHORTAGE

A SPORTORIAL
Recently there was expressed the opinion by those
who decide such matters that rather than become inde
pendent, athletically speaking, or join another league,
College of Pacific should remain in the little-regarded
Far Western Conference—now only a shell.

Diseases have a -way
. ,of following
wars, depressions or food shortages and
today Europe finds herself in quite
predicament, for having concluded over
a year of warfare both contestants are
faced with a great food shortage. The
American representative to Belgium re
cently said that literally millions of innocent bystanders will be starving to
death in Europe this winter. Sanitary
conditions are not what they should be,
and continued air raids are causing the
European countries to become breeding
places of disease.
Every great epidemic the world has
witnessed has originated in the depths
of Asia. Today a rumor has started that
another great disease is starting to roll
its relentless way across Asia, toward a
Europe engaged in the death of war. I
wonder if man and science can overcome
this force, or will 1941' witness another
Black Death?

In a semi-reversal of its former convictions, last SATIRE
week the WEEKLY presented the arguments which it
But with the future of the world
believed should necessitate further competition in the
a great question mark, let us survey
league. However, if these reasons are the determining
the international parade as it is
factors for support of Conference affiliation, they should
given by the various communiques.
also serve as criteria for the choice of opponents.
Robert Casey of the Chicago Daily
Specifically, why should the Bengals continue to
News became so disgusted with the
play games—usually losing, for obvious reasons—with
news released by the British Office
such a flagrant violator of the rules of recognized con
that he wrote the following bit of
ferences
as
is
San
Jose
State
Teachers'
College.
True,
Christmas is fast becoming the
sarcasm in his daily review. "An
the
Spartans
belong
to
a
four-school
league—the
Cali
one holiday of the year which is kept
undetermined number of' bombers
fornia Collegiate Athletic Conference. True, they do
sacred throughout the world, yes,
came over an unidentified portion of
have rules and regulations by which to abide. True,
even in the -United States. Surely
an unmentioned European country,
they do have the second "grand old man of football"
we should do our bit to see that it
on an unstated day. There* was no
as advisory coach. True, there is a natural rivalry be
remain so.
weather. Had there been, it would
tween
San
Jose
and
our
own
school.
True,
the
contest
Tales have already circulated about
have been considered a military
always
proves
a
financial
success.
the forthcoming "blitzkrieg" on holiday
seret. The bombs fell on a golf
decorations. Both men and women stu
BUT—a closer scrutiny of these seemingly positive
course, killing 75 unnamed rabbits.
dents have been seen to take lights and reasons causes one to discover the underlying truths,
A parrot, blasted from his cage, was
ornaments from the Pacific Avenue dec not so pleasant. The southern .league of which San
seen walking down the street mut
orations. The merchants which are re Jose, Fresno, San Diego, and Santa Barbara are mem
tering to himself, quietly, of course,
sponsible for the gala appearance of the bers, is composed of schools which are desparately striv
so
as not to give any information
avenue have always been cooperative and ing for football recognition; consequently many types
to
anybody."
congenial with the students of our of unfair practices" are indulged in by all concerned.
campus. If we want this friendly atti The statement that there is honor among thieves" does ASIATIC
tude to continue, we, too, must do our not even hold true in this case. The Spartans accused
In the Asiatic zone, Japan recog
part.
the San Diego tribe of stealing a lineman after he had
The houses have gone to much ex become too-intimately acquainted with the Spartan the Chinese puppet ruler, Wang,
pense and trouble to decorate their parts repertoire of plays and signals. What type of amateur was recently sworn into office, and
this week
signed
a treaty
..
oi{,ucu a
iicaij of peace
of the campus, and they deserve the re principles can be expounded by such a conference?
.Tnnon
, - - j _ Genera
Qenera]i
Japan. CVi...
China's real, leader
spect and maturity of judgment of the
Chiang
Kai-shek
declared
that
In spite of their successes and their extensive travel
entire college.
was
"a
regional
outlaw"
and
placet
ing,
which
is
done
exclusively
in
airliners,
the
Spartans
Pacific may be only a "small frog
Meanwhile
have yet to "land" any large name schools on their ward on his head.
in a small puddle," but we should do
made
one
last
attempt
to
gain the 1
schedule.
Although
not
indicative
of
success
this
our bit to see that the Christmas
and sent
Amba
process of playing nationally-known institutions 'places ship
_ ^ of the U. S.,
o., aiiu
sent -n.*.
spirit does not perish from the
the stamp of public approval upon those schools Thus Nomura to this
country—he
is
i
tuuuuy
uc
if "
earth.
..... W. B the „
.1
who represented
Emperor dur
the coaching and eligibility of College of Pacific is recog' vhn
nized as being of a comparable standard to that of Call last war.
Many influential pe
forma, Notre Dame, and Southern Methodist. That the Japan today are asking their gove
HAPPY HOLIDAY
University of San Francisco is the only larger institution
fl e c * a r e immediate war upon Jth
Christmas is here! Or did you know? to meet the Spartans seems to indicate an unwillingness if they don't keep hands off the
It's really quite obvious as the bustling to publicly approve the Spartan practices, Coach Glenn
Moving over to the last zoi
crowds in the dime stores will tell you. Scobey Pop Warner notwithstanding.
Western Hemisphere — events
Then, too, the Christmas trees lining the
Dorta.npp took place right and
]e
That this twenty-year rivalry, steeped in antagonism poitance
an(j 1*
streets, the decorated windows and the and a natural opposition, cannot easily be replaced is U. S. had its hemispherical defens
holiday spirit in the air are suggestive.
true; however, other contests can be dlt to embodv a slow-ed down by the political hie
The time of good cheer and malice similar spirit. From a financial s
a £ u &y and Argentina.
' n t the games °
T1
toward none when hearts overflow with are successful, but not imperative
well made up by the friendly r<
goodwill, that's Xmas. The WEEKLY
fostered between the U. S. and
Not because the Spartans
raises its Liberty Bell voice and renders
whip us, not
because
their
highly-commero'
KM he l a t t e r ' s Presidential inaug
the air with its wishes of MERRY
.em takes many while
the friction in the East '
potential
Bengal
stars,
not
CHRISTMAS and HAPPY NEW YEAR'
ueir coach rivals creased by our government givinj
Amos
Stagg
in
total
years
rvi'.
And as Confucius didn't say, "Xmas is
not because Pacific cial aid to the "outlaw governm
time when people grin and feel snug in is jealous of San Jose's
status do we advoside for no whatsoever reason and Santa cate the dropping of
x from the schedule, China. In the northern end of tl
we do fee'
Claus stop eating Ry-Krisp cause he However,
acific
officials are to isphere, Canada voted the largest
openly approve of p- tic.
loosing too much weight." So come on, those of Sparta, thach are the antithesis of appropriation in her history. Wi
A
should intrude into this day bringing results that mayc
»nn™ rUS a ^ h a t g r i m a c e o f f your counte realm of reality c
opponents, the loss of which which way the war will go,
nance and let's smile chillun, let's smile! would be profit'
only wish tjiat France had sho
erwise.
same fight that Greece is showini

IUW'

c

rAc.iFic w
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"RUMPLESTILTSKIN"
VIVID PAGEANT
WEI P' Let's orKanlze
Seven
that "unknown quantity
to eiect ' VEHUDI from the
know" as. the Conservatory.
realms 0
reports that this
Thalia He
been playlng the
By HILL RUNEFELD
i«onst niments for the A Cap^f-Tshe said that he even
Jean
Curran
Bobbins
has skillfully adapted, for tue
pell® c
0 "bold as to sing the
stage
from
the
Grimm's
Fairy Tales the story of
becomes so
when it
ls
Rumplestiltskin. A colorful fantasy with three acts,
p'
fifth
>
heard
that
he
u>
ve
)»- , W6 VG
—
12 scenes, and twenty characters, RUMPLESTILTSKIN
»mit w the light in the refrig
turnS °E the door is closed
will serve as the Christmas play in the Studio Theatre
crat°rs t he is
the one that
this year. Truella Jensen, a#
—
'
and
graduate from Mills College, is thoroughly enjoyable. Iola Whit,,n Strapless gowns bu
holds UP
,ace in the Con
the student director; and she is lock as the nurse, presents a
Kl MILESTILTSKIN,' beloved fairy tale of Peter presenting the famous fairy tale new freshness and vitality to the
he has
Jf he is here after
servatoryANNIHIfTATE Grimm, will be given in the Studio Theatre this week in such a manner, it wil instantly Studio Theatre which has not
January 1. iy l1'
end, under the direction of Truella Jensen
catch the fancy of the children— been seen in quite awhile.
I
and the grown-ups, too.
You will have a chance to see it
UNIQUE
member of the Conservatory,
rm ME ALPHA
this afternoon at 3:30, Saturday
will give an organ recital at the
Phi MU Alpha ls very much
With the use of triangle sets, night, or Monday night at 8:00
f ' active side
_!
n# Conservar'niKJOFVa. Cathedral of the Blessed Sacra
of
the student director has been P. M. All seats are 25c.
on th®
«again. Tomorrow ment in Sacramento next Wed
able to produce seven different
The remaining students in the
torj' ''fe
pledges John Dennis, nesday evening. This is the re
scenes. This is one of the largest cast are: Garner Long, Miller;
night
cital which was arranged for by
tasks ever placed before a stu Jim Holden, Tax Collector; Don
I)»vid
navld Jones,
joncs, Eugene Lancelle,
•
dent director—but Miss Jensen ald Oakes, Lord Chamberland:
OHnto Bicci, Gordon Stewart, Howard Scott, a graduate of the
has made a colorful and success Brad Setness, Farmer; Bud
«id Dick Wrey are destined Conservatory in 1937 and now
full-fledged
mem- organist of that church, but had
ful attempt, and her Rumplestilt Stefan, Baker; Burl Miner, Page;
to
Tonight at eight o'clock in An skin is a vivid pageantry of color, Ted Stewart, Weaver; Gerald
to be postponed due to the late
kafg.
Old Anderson Hall will l>e the arrival of a new blower which derson Hall, Bill Biddick and Al action, and comedy.
Smith, Newcomer; Clinton Sher
len Breed will debate the Nega
What the play lacks in unity w o o d , S h o e m a k e r , a n d J a c k
getting and the hour is 8:30 p. m, is now being installed.
Professor Bacon will be heard tive of the Phi Kappa Delta ques and cohesion, it makes up in Holmes and Phyllis Briggs who
The festive occasion will be con
eluded on Sunday morning at the in two concerts of Christmas tion: "Resolved, That the Nations sprightliness of character por furnish a colorful gypsy dance.
home of Dick Ulrey, where he carols at 8:00 P. M. on Christmas of the Western Hemisphere trayal. This is especially noted
and the new members will enter Eve, and at 10:00 A. M. on Christ S h o u l d F o r m a P e r m a n e n t in the. parts of Robert Alameda
Hood College, Frederick, Md,,
tain at breakfast and the officers mas morning, on the Jere Leiter Union," with Messrs. Thomas in the title role; Dorris Clifford
the Conservatory. McGuigan and Louise Nathanson, as the Miller's Daughter; Bill is completing a new library.
will preside at the final meeting chimes of
o i 1 9 4 0 . P r e s i d e n t C l a y t o n These chimes bear the name of who represent the American Tibbs and Warren Mohr as the
"Hughie" Long and Supreme their donor, who was a member Bankers Institute of San Fran Prince and King Good, respec
tively; and Iola Whitlock as the jjlf you want a job—
Councilman Albert Miller will of the Board of Trustees of the cisco.
Nurse. Jim Keilty as the absent
•
represent the local chapter at the College of the Pacific when it
Tonight's debate will be the minded Minister, will highly en 1 Secretarial
| Civil Service
.National Convention in Cleve was in San Jose.
fifth annual meeting of the tra tertain the children.
land, Ohio, during the holiday
1 Higher Accountancy i
PACIFIC MUSICALE
ditional rivals. McGuigan and
vacation.
David Jones, organist, was the Nathanson will be the guests of CHARACTERS
(Free employment service.j
Alameda as the hump-backed,
final featured artist in the Pa the Pacific Debaters at dinner to
CHRISTMAS TRADITIONS
squeaky-voiced
_
Rumplestiltskin
cific Musicale series which closed
With Christmas comes the for this year on Thursday after night in Anderson Hall.
is cunningly cute. All the mothers
will love the little darling, while
annual performance of "The noon. His program featured
(Sinice 1896)
(
Dr. Donald Super, professor of he will winsomely charm the
Messiah," oratorio supreme, by Christmas carols. Melba Jean
m
Handel. The Conservatory or Lloyd has faithfully served on educational psychology at Clark smaller children. As the Miller's| School of Business
California at Weber jj
chestra and chorus are uniting this radio feature in the theme university, disputes the theory daughter "warms up" she be m
Stockton
B
under the leadership of J. Bus- music. She also was featured in that everyone should have a hob comes more convincing; and in 1
the rest of the play she is
sell Bodley for another rendi a piano recital two weeks ago. by.
tion of this cherished classic. Max Gobel has been faithfully
The Gainsborough portrait of
The overture is scheduled to discharging his duties .as an
begin at 3:00 P. M. next Sun nouncer, mike-mover and music- Lord Jeffery Amherst has recent
day.
turner on this show. And don't ly been presented to Amherst col
Two members of our faculty forget A1 Miller, who has been lege.
will go to Modesto on Sunday responsible in aiding your scribe
-AT—
evening to be soloists there in in auditioning talent, writing
the presentation of "The Mes script, cleax'ing numbers as well
FRIEDBERGER'S
siah" under the leadership of Mr. as doing many other jobs in
Featuring:
Fred Beyer. Miss Frances Bower- volved in these broadcasts. Or
TIGRESS COLOGNE
man will be heard in the soprano chids to you all!
FOR THE PACIFIC CO-ED
CURB SERVICE
UNTAIN
solos and Mr. J. Henry Welton
>
339 Eait Main Street
will sing the tenor arias. Miss
Well, this winds up our
JEWEIiERS
ON EL DORADO
Maurine Thompson of San Jose assignment for 1940. Old Santa
will be featured in the contralto will be here shortly and I hope
numbers and Mr. Claude E. Ward that he Ls generous with health,
For
°1 ^an Francisco, a graduate of wealth, and happiness to you
I Pa.cific Conservatory, will be all. The chimney Is too small
^)ass solos.
but he'll get to my place thru
Mr- Welton will also be the a large hole ill the pocketbook.
West soloist at Humboldt State See you all next year, decked
of
ouege next Wednesday, Dec. out in fine array (courtesy of
h, when Bach's "Christmas S. Claus) and until then, Merry
oratorio" will be presented.
Christmas and a Happy New
Another annual tradition, the
Year from your scribe!
Arriving daily!! Dresses in all the
*<»st of the Carols, will be
W.H.R.
New Colors:
by the combined
( i
'ent of Mu Kpsilon and Phi
SOLID GOLD
Five new courses have been ad
at the East Side
BROWN AND GOLD
Jewelers Since 1876
ded
to
Augustana
college's
eve
:ia«t K. Main St.
i, ' Herian Church this com- UNTER'S GREEN
•1LITARY BLUE
^day evening. These ning school,
RICH ROSE
> f afe well known on the
BROWN AND BEIGE
and
*urnishing soloists
casi„rnSeml>les for various ocYoung figures are flattered by soft
-• ""i will continue their
pastel dresses like this. Self ruf
'Uusical
contributions by a profling accents the high silhouette
?mn of Christmas carols.
bodice and borders the fitted waist
section.
PrnfBACON RECITAL
professor Allan
Allan Bacon, faculty
From

Triangle Sets Permit
Different Scenes; Trwella

HEEM!!

T

Union of
Americas
Debated

become

| Humphrey's J

MEET THE GANG

BOBB

Expert Repairing
Watches
Jewelry

INN

We've Struck
Gold Again!

J. Glick & Son

•&LT

Cologne
-Cushion Garden" ^

$1.00

COATS!
COATS!
COATS

In

the latest styles and
We have them all.

colors.

Jewelers
415

E- Main St.

ZUKORS
435 E. Main St.

Fur Trimmed, Plaids, Polo, Fleeces,
Tweeds in the styles that are so much
in demand.

From $M5to$45»®0
Haas &
Sons

$3.95 $14.95

Sizes 12 to 20 and 38 to 44.

ZUKORS
435 E. MAIN ST.
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Miss Toms S O C I E T Y
Has A
"Xmas in Many
Laugh!
"Feast of
LESLIE KNOLES, Editor
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By DON LA MOINE
It was that time of the semes
ter last week when. Miss Nancy
Jane Toms' zoology lab classes
were studying about Aves (birds
to you non-scientific lads and
lassies.)
Things were progressing fine
—all the students diligently draw
ing birds, studying their beaks,
and pouring over notes.
Ed Spaulding sauntered over
to the display table with a large
duck in his hands (stuffed, of
course.) He set it rather back
out of sight for some reason or
another, and when Francis Will
iams went to get the duck for
drawing purposes, he let out a
mild gasp of surprise.
"Hey, teach, there's something
rotten in Denmark . . . this darn
duck just laid an egg!" As soon
as the class stopped roaring Miss
Toms had a little laugh all by
herself.
That "darn duck" was a male!

Lands" for
Cosmopolitans

Carols"
Sunday
Sunday evening at -7:30, Mu
Phi Epsilon and Phi Mu Alpha
will present their annual "Feast
of Carols" at the picturesque
Chapel of the East Side Presby
terian Church. An impressive
candlelight processional will open
the program of traditional Christ
mas music, and will include the
following:
(1)
Adoremus Te.
Angels We Have Heard On
High.
While Shepherds Watched
Their Flocks.
(2)

Cosmopolitan Club members
were entertained at a party at
the home of Mrs. Anderson, 1'615
W. Harding Way, last Wednes
day evening.
Christmas customs in many
lands were discussed by Miss
Ruth Smith, teacher of French
at Pacific. Having traveled
great deal in Europe, Miss Smith
was well qualified to discuss
this subject and her talk was
greatly enjoyed by all those
present.
Songs of many lands and
peoples were sung and games
were played, making the evening
a very enjoyable one.

Carol of the Three Wise Men.
(4)
Coventry Carol.
It Came Upon a Midnight
Jesn Bambino.
Clear.
Virginia Brown, soprano.
Away in a Manger.
Norman Lamb, violin.
Silent Night, Holy Night
(3)
Hark, the Herald Angels Sing
The First Noel.
Recessional.
Oh, Little Town of Bethlehem.
Melba Jean Lloyd, president of
God Kest Ye, Merry Gentlemen. Mu Phi Epsilon and Forrest Hon
Men's Quarter
nold, vice-president of Phi Mu
Francis Wilson, Olinto
Alpha, are in charge of the pro
Ricci, Norman Lamb, For gram and announce that the pub
rest Honnold.
lic is cordially invited.

After Ski Socks
Colorful after-ski or lounging socks with
Tyrolean hand-embroidery.
Felt sole
stitched on bottom of knit sock.

White, 1.95
Red and Navy, 2.95
Ski Shirts
Sport shirts—feather flannel and gaberdine
for warmth, perfectly tailored for style.
In bright red, Kelly green, and biege.

2.95
Embroidered Belts and
Belt Khi
Embroidered to match in Eidelweiss Pat
tern. Belt Kits of poplin and embroidery.

Belts, I.
Kits, 1.95
White Angora Mittens
She'll love a pair of fluffy white mittens.

1.00
Tyrolean Wool 0loves
Embroidered flowers on bright colors and
white.

an
Suspenders

1.00, 1.50

Gayly embroidered suspenders to #
wear over a flannel or gabardine
ski shirt.

1.95^
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Rhizites and Their
Gals Boom 1onight

Let down your hair and hold onto your hat- • ca
(
** t0.
night's the night for Rho Lambda Phi's
Dance," to he held at ^campus fraternity>Use
General Chairman Dick Stebbins has made exK
plans for this. "THE social event of the year"
L _
—
T nwiiL-o naintinfi'S*
tflg
college campus. Lifelike paint ings*
by Ken Duffin, Tony Ficovich, Phyllis Stabler.
and Gene Rotsch—paintings that
Wilma Gesler, Golden u,
are in the mood and spirit of a Janet Porter, Betty Tayl0r 3
"Hell dance"—will literally cover anne Eames, Charm Cash'
the walls.
Members who will attend «.
include Tony Ficovich
V6
Guests, who will be dressed for dance
TLoomis,
nnmic Tiir*LLM.I, . Ln> rDlClc
Dick
Stebbins'
a good time, will enter the front
room by way of a long slide, rem Rotsch, Norman Lamb, 'ch™
iniscent of playground days. Durham, Glenn Harter P!K
Scheduled to greet the guests at John Henning, Robert' NS
the end of the slide are President Dave Brownell, Ed Denny W
Tony Ficovich and vice-president ford Traphagan, Tom
Norman Lamb. Dancing will be Tom Bowe, Palmer MittenmaiJ
„ '•
to the music of Jimmy Brown's Frank Bessac,
0
colored orchestra of San Fran Wayne Bird, Lee Anderson ^
Harter,
Bill
Lunt,
Bill
Billow
cisco. Unique bids will be in the
Russ Richards, Jim Smith" Mil!
form of miniature skeletons.
Ward, Fred Holden, Bert Mason
Chaperons for the evening will Stan Rutherford, Irvine Spragim
be Dr. and Mrs. O'Brien and Miss Vernon Schmidt, Howard Hans!
Katherine Seagraves, escorted by brow, Milton McLean, fw
Mr. Doug Dashiell. Honorary Pursel, Douglass Vieira, Don
chaperon will be Mr. Norman LaMoine, Bill Stone, Art Relph
Wenger, absent for the first time Carol Fernandez, John Singleton
only because of illness.
Ham Briggs, Bob McCormick'
Girls being escorted are Betty Earl Dahl, Stan Miller, Harry
M e y e r , G r a c e C o x , A d r i a n Tovani, Sherwood Norton.
Squires, Jean Fergusen, Jane
Grey, Lucille Mcintosh, Mary Day
Martin, Ruth Udden, Bette Jean Speech Dep't
Miner, Fran Brandstad, Punky
Warner, Alice Boyer, Sara Fran Is "Dead"
ces Ahearn, Betty Jane Nelson,
No longer do the lights burn
Betty Tener, Gerry Lange, Corbrightly
In the Speech office until
inne Single, Pat Patterson, Nickie
Ficovich, Dorothy Hull, Janet Lee all hours of the night. After
Shepherd, Muerl Walters, Min the terrific three days in Los
nie Sawyer, Norma Brown, Bev Angeles, the squad has declared
erly Crofton, Marjorie Patmon, a moratorium until after the va
Phyllis Briggs, Betty Jean Mor cation.
Then the pace will pick up
rison, Margie Craw, Mary Ellen
Griffen, Joyce Wiggins, Jane again so the squad will be ready
Hamilton, Jean Arnot, Ruth Koh- to take on all comers at Bakersler, Peggy Bigham, Betty Sawyer, field the week after school opens
Bev. Gardner, Ann Ennis, and next year.

CHRISTMAS
SHOPPING
With

Bunny
By Rose Ann Chatton
When old Santa begins to wiggle his chubby fingers
at you, it's time to do your Christmas shopping. With
all the new ideas in gifts, present buying should be
a very simple matter. I've been strolling around town
and really hit on some super gifts that are just what
you're looking for.
MEN ONLY
DUNNE'S SHOE STORE is featuring a pair of
the cuddliest BUNNY RABBIT SLIPPERS in black
and orange, made especially for guys and gals at
C.O.P. Other colors are pink, blue, and white; youU
want to snuggle in them these cold nights . . • R
you're racking your brain for a gift for the g>»
friend, rack no longer, for here's the answer: JGLICK AND SON has a display of perfumes that
are really killers. They present Lucien LeLong s
OPENING NIGHT, a lovely perfume set on a minia
ture stage. They also have LeLong's BALALAKIA
CASTLE scents, and POKER CHIPS soap,
$2.00, in red, white and blue. The price range for
the perfumes is from $1.50 up . . .
For her knicknacks and something really different,
take a look at the hand-carved CAM
wrvo
PHOR CHESTS at DONOVAN'S. The prices range
from $2.95 to $4.95; she's sure to like one for they
fit into any room and smell . . . oh, so good! . • •
kas her heart's desire, white French
angora BUNNY MITTENS at $1.95. They also come
in maize, green and bright red. Really, you cant
r°ng t°" thfD' for if she already" has a pajr,
she 11 want another . . . The SAN FRANCISCO
COMPANY guarantees complete satisfaction
ulf
i?-®.
flowers. They'll make pansies look
like orchids, well to say the least they'll be terrificWOMEN ONLY

CLASS" rev
S? find nothing smarter than the
ThCHAINS at BRAVO & McKEEGANWhertheLhaVe FITTED OASES in mutual colored
SCHWART7 rLUGGAGE
niSf horse head tie racks. At th
vS find ,
SHOP at 517 E. Main Street
Thev ha™ vw^?lete assortment of leather goods.
TOBACCO &INERS- LEATHER BILL FOLDS,
evcrrthirm °UCHES- CIGARETTE CASES and just
cry thing you can dream of! . . .
rtic Ularly smart article is a leather finished
clockw?tt
1
lth Places on each side for pictures; really
CK
compact
. Meanwhile, Merry Christmas!
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MELVA'S ENGAGED

3

Gives
Yule Dance
Tau Kappa's formal
>XvviH be
torn'l0rTthe house every creature
tiujU?v and have a good time,
will stu N.ck himSelf will be
Pld fn watch the revellings to
there l"
of the orchestra of
the stra
ch from 9:0o to
goss aIlu
1:£? red'ceiling will carry out
1 jr,al red and white theme to
a fonTpd in decorations, and a
be .ufP.as tree, snow scenes, and
chrlS ^f red ornaments will
H
fdfer the Yule atmosphere,
rhairman for the dance is
,Zry Strader. Working on
Orations are Margo Mclntyre,
de- Bowring, and Lucille Wilporis
on_ jn Charge of refreshments
Alfaretta
are Virginia^ Doane,
wvsonrand Bobbie Lennox.
Patrons and patronesses will
. ;„,hp Dr. and Mrs. Gordon
Pease Dr. and Mrs. Roy McCall,
Mr and Mrs. Edward Betz, Mr.
and Mrs. Herbert Welch, and
yiiss Ellen Deering.
Guests attending are Alice
Keehner, Forrest Honnold; Rose
mary Strader, Bill Thomas; Bob
bie Lennox, Bob Clark; Margo
Mclntyre,
Paul B r e n b e r g ;
Louana Siler, Loren Dahl; Myra
Linn, A1 Peck, Jeanne Woodruff,
pill Workman; Claire Sandrock,
Bill Hanson; Virginia Doane and
guest; Doris Wudell and Bill
Kennedy; Jessie Hannay and
guest; Janet Rapaport and Jack
Copsey; Dixie Butler and guest;
and Lois Lassel and Albert
Freitas.

Christmas Treat
Given At
Epsilon

Last evening Epsilon Lambda
Sigma held their annual Christ
mas formal dinner and then ex
changed gifts before the huge
Christmas tree in the living room.
These presents were then rewrapped and given to the Chil
dren's Home, an annual custom.
Dee Ette Hamsher was general
chairman, and the Santa Claus
of the evening bore a marked re
semblance of her.
Joyce Blackmon, LaVerne Lagorio, and Adrain Squires were
in charge of decorations'. Libby
Meyer, Lillian Kahn, Betty Fink,
and Barbara Laddon set the
tables, and Lois Bugbee was in
charge of clean-up. The commit
tee to round-up the toys* for the
children included Lillian Simonten, Mary Barbara Baer, and Jane
v Connor.
P*- M. Pinson Neal, chairman
. e department of pathology
tde University of Missouri, re_ -v won the 1940 distinguished
,'f1<:e,ITledal of the Mississippi
y Medical society.
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Melva, Floyd
Announce
Engagement

Lo is Fuller'
Now
Mrs. Gordon

When the gay dancers at
tended Alpha Thete's annual
Christmas dance, Saturday night,
Dec. 7, they were prepared for a
good time, but not for the sur
prise that awaited them. The en
gagement of Miss Melva Boone
and Mr. Floyd Swagerty was an
nounced.
The popular couple met here
at the College. Melva is a pledge
to Alpha Theta Tau sorority and
a Junior here. She is the daugh
ter of Mr. J. Boone, residing in
Napa.
Floyd is a senior and a mem
ber of Archania. He will grad
uate in June, but plans to go on
for a graduate year here.
No definite date has been set
for the wedding, but the two ex
pect to finish school before
"middle-aisleing" it.
Said Melva, "everyone said
they were surprised. T h e y
couldn't have been more sur
prised than I was. The first
thing I knew about it was Sat
urday morning!"

Miss Lois Fuller, graduate ol
College of Pacific and Mr. Ken
neth Gordon, son of Mr. and Mrs.
A. E. Gordon of Acampo, were
married in a simple wedding
ceremony conducted by Dr.
Tully C. Knoles in Dr. and Mrs.
Knoles' home on the Pacific
Campus.
Guests at the 10 o'clock service
Tuesday morning included only
the immediate families of the
bride and bridegroom.
Miss Fuller is the daughter
of Mrs. Lillian Fuller of Lodi.
She attended the Lodi Union
High School and Armstrong's
Secretarial school in Oakland a s
well as College of Pacific.

Rees Robrahn, blind student, is
taking pre-law courses at Em
poria, Kans., Teachers College.
Four hundred University of
Michigan students are housed in
the university's new east quad
rangle of residence halls.

Shoes 0 o To
The Docis"

Manor Hal?
Plans
Xmas Formal

Polly Parson, Don Fellers; Eva
Montgomery, Jim Newman; Lil
lian Frueh, Andy Andrews;- Ro
berta Thomas, Kenneth Hastin;
Catherine DeLacy,' Carl White;
Lyne Riley, Bob Bovey; Grace
Cox, Dick Loomis; Betty Kingdon, Harold Paris; Beth Irene
Marriott, Leon Petrel; Margie
Hooper, Jack Hanner; Elisabeth
Meikle; Wilson Burum; Kay
Burum, Dean Galloway; Ruth
Kohler, Doug Vieira; Jean Justin,
Ed Dill; Mildred Tatman, George
Buck; and Jean Griffin, Jean
Davis, Margaret Willson, and
their escorts.
Liz Meikle is chairman of the
decoration committee. Assisting
her are Jeanette Edinger, Kath
leen Secara, Marjorie Hooper,
Beth Marriott, Barbara Daniels,
and Jean Schooling. Betty Kingdon and Grace Cox are in charge
of the music and Liz Meikle and
Bernis Tuttle in charge of the
place.

Manor Hall girls and escorts
will dance through a fairy-like
forest of white Christmas trees
that will be used to carry out
the theme of "A White Christ
mas," at their formal dance to
be held in the White Room of
the Hotel Stockton tomorrow
night from 9:00 to 1:00. George
Willson and his orchestra will
furnish the music.
Doctor and • Mrs. Charles G.
Patten, Dr. and Mrs. L. L.
O'Bryon, Mr.' and Mrs. John G.
Elliott, and Mrs. E. A.-Orr, Manor
Hail house mother, will be pa
trons and patronesses.
Among the girls and their
escorts attending will- be the fol
Scholarships valued at $450
lowing: Jeanette. Edinger, George
Willson; Kathleen Secara, Morris were recently awarded 11 fresh
Dill; Doris McAllister, Bob Giles; men at Brown University.
Marianne Rice, Russ Gibeson;
Eleanor McLain, Ralph Scheurer;
Dorothy Grimes, Ralph Dill;

For GLAMOUR
Buy

FRED BEN10FF FURS
Furs are the gift "pre-furred" when the label
bears the name of

23 S. Sutter
Dial 2-9023
We Call and Deliver

55555K

in quality, In workmanship! . . . YOURS In valuel

Beautiful

Moderate Prices, Expert Fitting, Accurate
Repairs, Edges Installed

Don't Forget Stockton Ski School,
Civic Auditorium, Thursday Night

YOILAND S, JOHNSON
"Your Sporting Goods Home
312 E. WEBER AVE.

skins

with

th, e

charm

of baum martens and sables,..

Stockton's Finest
Beauty Salon
New Thrift Dept.

Permanent
Waves

mm

EQUIPMENT

Fur

Sojl, Xumious
KOLINSKY
SCARFS

Half Soles and Heels with
invisible
m
shanks

Factory Shoe Repairing

America's Largest

S a l o n ! . . . HER assurance of the ultimate in style,

SPECIAL
51

SKI

Pacific's Phi Sigma Gamma,
the national honorary language
fraternity, will hold its Christ
mas meeting next Monday eve
ning at he home of Gladys
Hughes.
Much of the business will be
to have a good time as carols
will be song, games played and
refreshments enjoyed after the
giving of mock gifts.

MELVA BOONE announced her engagement to Floyd
Swagerty at the Saturday night dance of her sorority,
Alpha Theta Tau.

inininnininRiitiniinniinifiitnniHDiifflninnffiMBMnMBHnBHdiiMpHlMiiHMiMHHHiPHi

Don't Let You

Language Society
Plans
Xmas Meeting

$2.50 ->

II

|
§|

t/

^

4

7 skin scarfs, s p e c i a l
Others proportionately priced.

li

outhful

T -rcnnial f a v o r i t e ! « « * S e l e c t
f r o m fine Skunk, Squirrel L o c k e ,
D y e d - W h i t e F'o*. M i n k - D y e d
Muskrat

HOLIDAY TERMS:
Nothing Down,
12 Months t o Pay.

Shampoo And
Finger Wave
7^1!

ON THRIFT
TICKET

Ui9(tm\y

Stockton Office
515 E. Main
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CALENDAR
OF SPRING
SEMESTER

BODLEY AND CHORUS

Santa Claus
Visits
Mu Zete

Windmiller Announces
Pre-Registration Dates

Mu Zeta Rho Christmas story:
Santa Claus came early to Mu
Zeta Rho this year when the
members celebrated their annual
Christmas party with a tree, pres
ents, and entertainment.
The distributions of gifts took
place following the Christmas
turkey dinner. The dinner table
was decorated in traditional
Christmas spirit with holly and
red candles.
Santa Claus appeared in per
son to distribute the gifts and to
direct the games which included
bobbing for apples and guessing
games. Each member was pre
sented with a candy cane to
which was attached a poem com
mending her for a year of good
behavior.
The evening's entertainment
was concluded with refreshments
and carol singing.

t

The calendar of pre-registration and registration for
the
spring semester is announced as

Norman Heads
Study Group
Dr. Charles Norman, of the
College of Pacific, was chairman
of the Democratic Federation
Study Group which met last
J. RUSSELL BODLEY AND THE "MESSIAH
Thursday at the home of Dr. and CHORUS are seen here in the last rehearsal stage. Sun
Mrs. C. A. Broaddus. World union
day this group will present their traditional oratorio
on ideologic and geographic lines
program.
was the subject for discussion.

For Christmas
Thrills

m

A Chubbie from K&M's
Wonderland of Furs

Union College's library prizes
a letter from John Blair, its first
president, written in 1789 to a
colleague in Virginia.
Plans for a $250,000 college of
religion building have been ap
proved at Butler College.

follows:
tanMonday, January 6, 194
Begin making appointments
for interview with counselor.
January 8-25, 1941-Appointments with counselors.
January 23, 24, and 25~<>M
Students complete registration.
January 26-February 1,
1941—Final week—no appoint
ments.
February 3, 1941—Registra
tion begins for new students.
February 5, 1941—Beginning
of classes.
Students now enrolled are
urged to make their appoint
ments promptly during the first
week after Christmas vacation.
This may be done by seeking
Miss Regar in the Personal Of
fice, Room 109, who is in charge
of making appointments for in
terviews with counselors.
Registration books must be
procured at the Registrar's Of
fice, Room 106, prior to the inter
view with the counselor and be
taken to that interview. These
books when properly filled in are
to be filed at the Registrar's Of
fice on the days above listed.
It is important that old students
complete their registration dur
ing these three days inasmuch
as priority will be given to new
students on February 3 and 4.

ATTENTION
SHOPPERS
Here is the answer to
your - shopping prob
lems. Delicious home
made Candies from
the P a l a c e Candy
Stores.

HOLIDAY SPECIALS!
Delicious,
Fresh,
Assorted
Choco
lates,
Beautifully
Packed.

NOVELTY

1
2

-LB.
BOX

60e

-LB.
BOX

00
1

ASSORTMENTS

CANDY CANES
GLAZED FRUIT . . .
GIFT BOXES

$1.00 Up
50c, $5.00

Our Candy Ik loyally Made —'Using Ideally Pnrrhn»rd Frndvi-lt,
phee delivery

PALACE CANDY STORES
II

Make this the Christmas of
her life! Give her a fur gift
that will recall the joys of
this yuletide for many
years. Whether you can pay
a little or a lot—you can
buy gift furs here with ut
most confidence.
©
®
•

Dyed
Beige
Dyed
Mink

Ited Fox
Dyed Wolfe
Black Skunk
Striped Coney

Prices Range
from

95

69
to

11

95

Caracul Dyed Kid
White Coney
Mouton
Guanaco

216 E. Main — Tel. 7-7171

"The Little Foxes" w/iii d
Presented On Pacific'/6
Stage January 7
Tallulah Bankhead fa
star of Broadway and l?1'
daughter of W. B. Bankhead ^

Sneaker of tVia tr

stage

Tuesday,

> late
^be

January 7 !re

lion ^

aftei" Christm^ vaS
LITTLE FOXES"
Miss Bankhead and her Com
my on a coast-to-coast tour
give one show of what has \Z
universally acclaimed as ta
greatest performance of her
tire career-Lillian HelimaJ
exciting play, "The Little FoxesThe show, a deep, intense stud'v
of a family of the Old Sout?
enjoyed almost a years run ill
New York as a "Hellman hit1'
and will be presented to a Pacific
audience with the original Broad,
way cast almost intact.
GLAMOR-GAL
Glamorous Tallulah, who made
her first success in London, is
known as one of the most vivid
and vital players of her genera,
tion.
Arthur Farey, representing the
Ware- Hazelton
Management,
bookers of the Stockton engage,
ment, will receive mail order and
advance reservations at the Pacific Little Theatre box office,
until final ticket arrangements
are announced.

Teachers' Institute
Held
December 18-20
San Joaquin County Teachers'
Institute will be held from De
cember 18 to 20 in the Stockton
High School Auditorium. Ele
mentary and high school teach
ers and junior college professors
from all over the county will at
tend.
yj
The Institute is an educational
conference held each year for
public school instructors to study
methods of teaching. Speakers
during the three-day gathering
will be State Superintendent of
Public Instruction Walter Dexter,
Executive Secretary of the Cali
fornia Teachers' Association Roy
Cloud, Mr. Paul Perigord °;
UCLA, Mr. Paul Smith of WWtier College, Rabbi Norman o
berg, and Mr. Edwin C. Lee, ®
of Education at UCLA.
The conference will be
eluded by a meeting of the
fornia Teachers' Association.
Abdul K. Mehta, chamP^
cyclist of India, has org:a
cycling club for students a
University.

Visit
NEWBY'S
Beauty School
IT'S NEW • • *nW
. . . IT'S MODERN
Excellent Work BAdvanced Students

S*>ontr htUk -to JHUJ,/

EASY TERMS
,.

.

,-K

L-

10 W. Harding ^va)

"5« UIV-
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Vacation For
Student Flyers!
Thi r ty-eigh+ Flying Students
^pect Pilot Licenses in January
eiving wide recognition and popularity throughthis area are the Stockton Junior College's recent1
tn aviation courses, which are rapidly becoming tl
=? available in this part of the country, under tl
"
of Instructor Roscoe Bancroft.
romirn Of the Christ-*
'with the coming
holidays and vacation for fore his final test and before the
of the students, those in the license is granted. The course,
St training courses will be at- which is charted by each stu
SL classes through the vaca- dent personally, takes him from
n ^riod, and will be putting Stockton to Livermore, then to
J Sishing touches on their Modesto, over to Merced, and
back to Stockton. He must stop
^l^Bancroft has announced at each field, check with the men
that some 38 students out of the in charge, and then travel on. "It
hrinal 40 who started the course usually takes the flyer about
!m have received that coveted three hours to complete the round
private pilot's license by the time trip," Mr. Bancroft said.
that the holidays are over.
The most interesting sidelight
ORGANIZED CLUB
of the group's news was the fact
Nobody can complain that the that there is one girl in the flight
She is June
students in the Stockton J.C. fly training class.
ing department are not wide Sprague, probably one of the
awake fellows. Already they have most interested and exhuberant
organized their flying club—call students in the flying course.
ing themselves the "Yellow- June has been doing nicely—in
jackets" because of the color of fact some of the men should
the yellow cubs that they use for watch her fly.
training purposes. The local club
Following is the list of those
has also become affiliated with students who will soon be sport
the National Intercollegiate Fly ing their "wings" after having
ing Club, which has a wide range achieved their final tests. In the
of clubs in the United States.
primary division are Gordon AlSeveral weeks ago the fellows phonse, Fred Bacon, Leland
held a large banquet at Pete's Beam, Iawrence Bertram, Louis
Place up in Valley Springs and Billones, James Bird, Gordon
had a wonderful time talking over Bourne, Lawrence Buol, George
experiences that they have had in Carlisle, William Clampitt, Eu
their flying course.
gene Cloyd, Richard Collet, Bob
The primary course is not the Cook, Bill Corbett, Martin Doonly one offered by the school. brasin, Alfred Epp, Ralph Gard
Professor Bancroft also has the ner, Tom Gardner, Mansfield
advanced training course of nine Garratt, Jack Garvey, Lauren
units which will also continue Handley, Dick Holt, Howard Mcthrough the holidays. The fel Bride, Frank Moore, Craig Nunan,
lows in this division already have Burton Olmsted, Bill Orvis, Dan
their private licenses.
Ostrander, Martin Plocher, Ran
dall Purviance, Emil Seifert, Fred
FOUR ALTERNATIVES
In a talk with the congenial Southard, June Sprague, Jack
flight instructor the other morn Tough, Doug Vieira, Edward Van
ing, Mr. Bancroft pointed out to Vranken, and Robert Young.
Those receiving advanced train
the WEEKLY reporter the tre
mendous advantages that will be ing are Frank Barber, Robert
offered these advanced flight Campidonico, Allen Fairbanks,
men when they finish their train- Lyman Fulton, Ernest Haas, Don
mg. They have one of four al Hartvig, Robert Lauppe, Jack
ternatives: They will be eligible Raabe, and Clare Slaughter.
°f an apprenticeship instructor's
oourse, or for the Boeing aircraft
exam for a co-pilot job; they may
n" IF
^rrny or Navy air corps,
/. ey may go into commercial
Nation work.
.All students interested in takS he course next semester are
"You'll Find Out"
fnnn t0 866 Mr- Bar>croft as
tho ^aS P°ss'ble about details of
tPro , arse- He reminds those inRemedy for
beino that the eligibility list is
made up now.
Riches"

STAGESTRUCK
By
HUNI

Juliet Romeo—That was a big mistake;
She had to drink castor oil
To cure her stomach ache.
Speaking about Romeo and
Juliet, don't forget NOT to miss
the present offering in the Studio
Theater — RUMPLESTILTSKIN, as produced by Truella
Jensen. Pretend you are not over
12 years old—that won't be hard
—and you will certainly enjoy
this colorful phantasmagoria of
triangle sets, squeaking hunch
back, colorful pantaloons, and
striped socks.
Especially notice Jack Holmes
when he does his gypsy dance
with Phylis Briggs. He pants and
puffs like the proverbial steam
engine—Jack's best way of let
ting off steam, I guess.
Come running all of you eligi
ble Sprooks — Betty Elliot is
threatening to fall in love, but
she wants to look the field over
first Or will any man look good
to you, Betty?

RUMPLE

green tights were not so tight.
While DeMarcus Brown has
been laid up with the flu, his
prototype, Marion Akers, has
been directing the visible mem
bers of Romeo and Juliet in
Brown's absence. It seems that
the rehearsal continues until the
cast decides to adjourn to On
Lock Sam's for a spot of chop
suey. And of course, Juliet
Wheeler is escorted by Director
Stand-in Akers; while Romeo
ifeid is a gallant walking ad for
the Lonely Hearts Club—and in
all that atmosphere too. Perhaps
he has his eye on the piano play
ing hostess.
The play production class did
a mighty fine job of decorating
the downstairs theatre for the
holiday season. And speaking of
the holidays, have you done your
Christmas shopping, yet.
No? Well, neither have I, so
I gotta lab.
P. S. A Merry Christmas, and
a Happy New Year to you all.

Camille
Tells O f
Marriage

Rhizomia Holds
Xmas Dinner

L.

TSK! TSK!
Bill Tibbs, who does a very
commendable job as the Prince,
was very much embarrassed,
when, taking a curtain call, his

'I

Epsilon hears good news.
The former Camille Gaff has
recently announced to her soror
ity sisters that on formal oc
casions she is to be addressed
as Mrs. Joe Oleta. The news
came as a surprise, particularly
when it was discovered that the
couple had been married since
last May. The Memorial Day
holiday was the occasion when
Camille and Joey slipped off to
Reno for a quiet wedding.
Camille is a senior in college,
a member of Epsilon Lambda
Sigma sorority, and secretary of
her house. Her home is in Eu
reka.
Joe Oleta, a name well known
to sports fans, is a graduate of
Pacific. While in college his fra
ternity was Kappa Alpha Phi.
Rhizomia held its annual
Mr. and Mrs. Oleta have taken
Christmas dinner last night. The up residence in Stockton where
affair was an informal get-togeth they will remain.
er and is held annually as part of
a two-day celebration which is
climaxed by the "Hell Dance."
FORTY-NINE DRUG CO.
The dinner, a super-special one,
was attended by thirty members.
Main A El Dorado. Pk. 2-4893

Remark of the week: The mag
ic spining wheel that converts
straw to gold in Rumple:
Poplar A Yosemite. Pk. 2-5143
"Squeak, squeak."
Everything" to be found in a
Businessmen of Fremont, Neb.,
Going back to the Rumple
First-Class Pharmacy
raised
$3,500
for
Midland
college
play: Instead of asking, "Who
in
a
Midland
Emphasis
week.
killed Cock Robin," the directorress is asking, "Who ate them
thar baker's rolls?" And there 3
GOODMAN'S 30TH ANNUAL SALE
WATCHES, DIAMONDS, LOCKETS AND CHAINS, ETC.
were a full dozen of them, too.
AT A SAVING
Bud Stefan might know, but the
whispering grass won't tell.
Dick Schneider certainly makes
JEWELER
a vociferous stage manager for|218 E. MAIN ST.
STOCKTON, CAL.IF.
the downstairs production. His
whispered "on stage, everybody"
thunders out across the footlights
like a fog hom.

i.

G O O D M A N

.

National Towel & Laundry Go.

325 N.

DIAL 4 4695

Wilson Way

Launderers --Dry Cleaners
See Campus Representatives

SUNDAY

"Nature In
the Raw"

"Wild Virgins
thfi FIBS'!"

Fox CALIFORNIA

KAY KYSER

• Rhizomia
• Omega Phi
• Men's Hall

Ed Denney
Roger Cross
Don Jackson

Another Gift Idea
for Christmas

GAMBLING ON
THE
HIGH SEAS'

JEAN 1IKRSHOLT
WARREN HULL

thir.1t tl the many interesting
Mr" Bancroft
about •
told
that » uthe cross country flight
a
student completes be-

Page 7.
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With
CHESTER MORRIS
JANE WYMAN

STARTS FRIDAY
gu&UfUUl - COME HAVE FUN I

FRL - SAT.
®VSIL RATHBONE
^RMCF-LIGOSI

That "Under-pup' is back
with a brilliant cast[_
NOW

Son of Frankenstein"
« ,

—-Vlso-

Robots'

Jones Family in
Hollywood"

sisa

IAI.1

'IIEADWOOD

thiiUiug
novel ia
!*, pictures'.

r

DICK"

Cliaptw 10

SUN. - MON.
PROGRAM!

SpEClAL

C',A»LES

<UI

BOYER
DVNNE
Tomorrow Comes'
ENE

^en
<.*,

LRST RTI:V

n«

"WJESTERW

'Thundering West"
STARRRTT

Cartoon

StavUtta

HftL "0ACH

,

present*

* GLORIA JEAN

iCOT®
iCfflflK®

* ROBERT STACK

ALSO PLAYING
Also PlnyiMS

Dennis Msrjain
George Tobias

"RIVERS END"

Also
-FTRn.ilr
Jieiffn-

bors"

^ctobt
) LOUISE?1;?,
kEO CftRR,LL

' -

maim WS"

LEISURE COAT
Probably the most comfortable of all sports
jackets.
Made of natural polo cloth—the
Leisure Coat is the kind of sports jacket that
is right for everything from golf to just loaf
ing—for every weekend
USA
throughout the year

BRM> & MsKilQAN

1

PACIFIC

WEEKLY, FRIDAY- PECJ3J940_

Father Time Laoks
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The Year of lg
Passes In RevU

PETRIFIED FOREST

In gathering this material, Jerrold Walker to i
the. past year into one story. Naturally, aU
those events, which, to him, should be most rem T'
MARION AKERS ami
TOM RIFBERG were costarred in the Pacific lit
tle Theater production of
"Petrified Forest." This
scene, a combination res
taurant and service sta
tion, served as setting for
n

,

the entire play.

(

MARDI GRAS QUEEN

Iwiffiii

PSA president, ERNIE
ATKINSON,

crowns

CHARMAIN CASH, 1940
Mardi Gras queen. The
other member of the tri-

ft $$ j

umverate is

MM
!
n ' '•

Norman

Lamb, who was chairman
of the dance.

' *

II

JANUARY
Pacific Little Theater helped
1940 get off to a good start with
its production of "Family Por
trait," starring Claribel Coffman
as Mary, Mother of Jesus. Long
to be remembered was Mary s re
quest ten years after the death
of Christ. A son has just been
born to Judah, brother of Jesus.
Mary asks that the child be
named Jesus. "It's a beautiful
name," she says. "I'd like it not
to be forgotten."
Also presented in January was
the annual Band Frolic. As usual,
it was divided into two sections.
First the band performed, and
then campus living groups pre
sented skits. Prizes were awarded
to Archania for its "Gone With
the Breeze or Is My Face Scar
let?" and to Omega Phi Alpha for
its production of "Casey Jones."
FEBRUARY
In February the executive com
mittee of the PSA dealt a severe
blow to the local Finnish Relief
Fund drive headed by Dr. G. A.
Werner when it voted not to en
dorse the drive on Pacific's cam
pus. The action of the commit
tee was in keeping with the stand
taken by Pacific Weekly Editor
Gregg Phifer, who printed sev
eral editorials on the subject.
In a letter to the Weekly, Paul
A. Schilpp, Associate Professor
of Philosophy at Northwestern
University, congratulated the Ex
Committee on its action. The
letter read in part as follows:
If the college youth can keep
its head clear in tiie midst
of the
st or
t
present orgy of emotion which is
sweeping the rest of the country
under the leadership of the yel
low press—we shall be fairly safe.
"Therefore, more power to
you."
In a local debate tournament
held on Feb. 17 and 18, Claude
Hogan surpassed over thirty com
petitors from junior colleges and
lower divisions of four-year insti
tutions all over California to cap
ture first place in a Town Meet
ing feature.
Construction of the new din
ing hall unit of Anderson Hall
was started in Februarv.
MARCH
March was highlighted by the
five productions of "Step 'n'
High," the new musical comedy
by Harold Rogers, one of Pa
cific's brightest stars in the mu-

sical field.
The leadinc
Step and High- W( <
Luke Scott and Mar,
The show broke aif
Little Theater attei
proximately 3700 admi
jng accounted for J'
of the last performance
In March PSA debate
Linfield sweepstakes J
most distinctive achieven
the victory in metfs deb
Biddick and Martin pyj
ing first honors with a r
ten wins and one loss
March and April Pacific
made a nation-wide tour
very creditable showings'
out the country.
On March 16, 168 peoj
cars and two trucks left
pus en route for Death
This trip, the eighth am
lege of the Pacific Deatl
tour, lasted all Easter'
and included visits to n
points of interest such:
Valley Scotty's famoui
castle.
APRIL
On April 5 King Carnival«
ed in the Stockton Cine J
torium as gaily costumed1
cifites danced to the mi®
Saunders King. The occasi
C.O.P.'s annual Mardi Gras.
11:30 the queen, whose nam
been kept secret, was led to
stage of the auditorium
there crowned by PSA Presid
Ernie Atkinson. The quea
Charmain Cash of Women'sl
Norman Lamb was chains
the annual costume ball.
In April the Little Theater
duced "Petrified Forest."
Rifberg appeared in the roh
Gabby, played by Bette W
the movie version. Other,
were Marion Akers an

Bill Biddick was elected
dent of the Pacific Stud
sociation in the electlon ,
April 18. His opponent»» .
man Lamb.
About this time, We#L
Phifer was carrying3®
tonal campaign for a•
(Independent)
pohhcal ,,
Unoepen™ rthe campus to op* ^
"Greeks" (fraternities'- ,
Phifer
held that
^ _
jrniiei IICIV*
v—
ternity parties werer
^
practically imP0SS'Itca#
competent independent

PACIFIC'S *
RETURN OF THE TIGERS
The Bengals return
from their Notre Dame
encounter to be greeted
at an outdoor rally.

*****
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the "Old Year
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DEATH VALLEY
"Bad Water" was one

i t endeavored to compile and condense the events of of the famous spots vis
3Baof appear in so short a space, so Walker has chosen ited by members of the
w"1 the
,. college vear.
year

College of

.eve election. He suggested
Affiliated students band toin support of their own
lates.

railing sirens awakened Pa
st midnight on May 8 as
3etl arrived on the campus
to limit the damage to the
B 1set aflame by a fire-bug, to
lb.
jk Thankful that the situavas w
not worse,• college
. ° oft was
as arranged for repairs, while
.State Arson Board began a
ligh investigation of the afr, Then on May 21, the arsonstruck a second time and was
inly successful. The gym was
Stal loss. Many personal items
tli as gym clothing, tennis racKts and one physical education
itructor's master's degree thesis
b which she had been working
r five years) were destroyed.
On May 23 diligent sleuthing on
ipart of a Stockton police sermtled to the arrest of a junior
lege freshman. That afternoon
[ suspect, a well-known footilplayer on the Cub squad, conssed having set both fires.
Tie Stockton Junior College
H open house on May 24, and
trowd of two thousand attend
ee science department re
bel most favorable comments
m the visitors.
il® in May Janet McGinnis
d Beverly Wright were chosen
rthe editorships of the Pacific
eilyand the Naranjado respect'-' f°r the next school year.

Re

fn Saturday, June 15, 340 stu" the largest class ever to
wate from the Junior College

Wved the Associate of Arts
i-„'.Tlle next day saw four
of undergraduate work by
y one hundred seniors clis# t„af 1>ac^'c's commencek Place in Baxter Sta-

(erDm!!le Theater

presented a
^Production of Ibsen's "Peer
* barring Luke Scott.

lV>

AUGUST

WoneHtU<Jents and professors
ton i carPenters were at
camPusThe
'"igofth
m m Semester found
6yc°mDletecfymnaSiUm PFaC*

SEPTEMBER
After a summer of peace and
quiet, the campus came to life
again as thousands of students
returned to the College of the
Pacific and Stockton Junior Col
lege.
The Little Theater opened its
17th season with the comedy,
"Henry Aldrich."
Bud Stefan
played the title role.
OCTOBER
October 1 was observed as "Col
lege of the Pacific Day" by re
quest of Mayor Woodrow Coale.
Twenty-eight Golden Tigers
journeyed to South Bend, Indiana,
to hold the Fighting Irish (Saggau, Piepul, Juzwik) of Notre
Dame to a score of 25-7.
The new gymnasium was of
ficially opened with a PSA dance
featuring Skinnay Ennis and his,
orchestra.
Homecoming festivities were
held on the campus from October
17 to October 20. Features of
the celebration were the fresh
men bonfire, the Fresno game,
and a buffet supper in Anderson
Hall.
Charles E. Warmer, Alumni
Living Endowment director, hav
ing successfully completed his
drive for funds with which to
purchase bleachers for the gym,
took up once metre his plans for
developing Knoles Field.
NOVEMBER
Pacific's big game—the San
Jose encounter—was played in
the prune city on November 8.
A special train carried nearly a
thousand rooters to San Jose and
back. Following the game, a
dance was held in the Spartan
gym. Oh, yes, the score—San
Jose 28, Pacific 7.
The College orchestra and A
Cappella choir were presented in
a Sunday morning broadcast over
NBC.
Seven of nine Pacific debate
teams reached the finals in the
tournament held by the Western
Association of T e a c h e r s of
Speech held in Los Angeles. Pro
fessor Edward Betz of Pacific
was named executive secretary of
the association.
DECEMBER
F L U ! ! ! !!
Still in the offing this year are
the Asilomar Conference and the
Conservatory's annual presenta
tion of Handel's "Messiah."

Death
March.

the Pacific

Valley

tour in

The trip lasted

throughout Easter vaca
tion.

TWO DEBATERS
CLAUD HOGAN and
BILL BIDDICK won de
bating honors for Pacific
in 1940.

NEW DINING HALL
Latest addition to An
derson hall unit, is shown
in this sketch by Dave
Matthews.

FROSH-SOPH BRAWL

6YMNASIUM

The hardy Sophs are
shown here subduing
rambunctious members of
the

Freshman class in

the a n n u a 1 Frosh-Soph
tie-up.
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Miller, Long
Leave for
Convention
•M

SI

Wllf! i

!l >liii

•

PACIFIC VTEFKCH, KR1PA*.

Toyland
Becomes A
Reality

A MERRY
CHRISTMAS
TO ALL
It's sUly to tell you a» that
JZ* will be out Tuesday nigh
for the Christmas holidays, b
it might not be a had .deajo re^
mind you that there HAS been a
Si. <»r U»
commence just where we left off.
So let it be known to aU con
cerned (and to some whe(ton t
look concerned in the least) that
we return on Monday, January 6.
Incidentally, the PACIFIC
WEEKLY takes this opportunity
to wish you all "A Merry Christ
mas and a Happy New Year.

Candy canes galore and with
a
Cleveland, Ohio, Is Scene Xmas spirit in the air, Wom
en's Hall held their annual Christ
Of National Phi Mu Alpha mas formal last Saturday night
Convention Over Holidays in the White Room of Hotel
Stockton. In one corner Santa
viewed the festivities, while suck
Albert Miller, Supreme Coun ing a candy cane. All the toys of
cilman, and Clayton Long-, presi Santa's workshop turned out in
dent of the local chapter of Phi full force to help chaperon the
Mu Alpha, National Music Fra couples. However, wishing to be
ternity are leaving Wednesday inconspicuous, they remained
morning for Cleveland, Ohio, glued to the wall. The large
where they will attend the Na pillars suddenly became striped
tional Convention of the Fra candy canes, although the
ternity, which will be held in the dancers had smaller ones of their English Majors
very fashionable Hollenden Hotel. own to enjoy. Even the smooth
Hold First
MORE, TOO
Ross-Rotch orchestra donned
The boys will be gone from bright blue and red caps to add
Meeting
this Wednesday tin January 5. color to the occasion.
English majors held the first of
Besides the Phi Mu Alpha Con
Those couples participating in
vention, Long and Miller plan to the festivities were the follow a series of four meetings in An
sit in on three other national ing: June Sterge and Jack Bo- derson Hall last Monday night.
music association meets that are quist, Virginia Wright and Ray
The subject of the discussion
being held in Cleveland over the Jones, Betty Jacobson, Frank was interesting to both English
Christmas vacation. Famous men Barber; Beverly Doughty, Rigby majors and those intending to en
and women in music from all Tuttle; Barbara Bowie, Mitch ter the elementary teaching field.
over the country win be there. Hookins; Elinor Bruno, A1 Miss Doris Gates of San Jose
President Long, better known to Charles; Lorraine Davis, Ken
the brothers as "Hughie," is neth Klass; Patricia Markel, State College was the guest
scheduled to play several piano Roger Cross; Kay Chambers, speaker. She formerly held the
numbers for the national pro Craig Davis; Persis Ritchie, Joe position of children's librarian in
gram, and during the course of Law; Mary Wilson, Frank Sibbit; Fresno, and now is assistant in
their stay the two fellows plan Barbara Leek, Dal Noble; Doro education and instructor in lito make several side-trips to thy Thompson, B. Cutler; Bar brarianship at San Jose State
visit friends and relatives.
bara Horan, T. Griffin; Marilen College. Miss Gates has written
The boys are two of a half- Rohwer, T. McGimsey, Dorothy many children's books on various
dozen men from the Far West Baker, V. Wallace; Doris Boothe, subjects. Miss Girdner, super
who wUl journey to the Buck J. Boran; Polly Shapero, Elmer visor of library text and supplies
eye state. Other men from San Harvey; Virginia Newman, Mar in San Francisco, accompanied
Jose State, U.C.L.A., U.S.C., and tin Plocher; Beverly Hills, Ver Miss Gates.
University of Arizona wiU make non Schmidt; Mildred Each us,
up the western representation.
Dick Briggs; June Kuimelis, Jim
More than 60 co-eds stormed
On their return trip, Long and Kaffen; Dolly Spitzer, Walt
Miller plan to side-track, coming Goldman; Nevada Sears, Bob the aeronautics department of
back through St. Louis and stop Cooney; Susann Conklin, Ralph the University of Minnesota to
ping for a day's stay in Kansas Dill; Helen Jennings, A1 Wolff; enroll for flying courses, but
only five could be accepted.
City, thence homeward.
Mildred Jackson, Merrill Brusseau; Lucille Rowe, Phil Will
iams; Virginia Kuttler, Bill Bid- Jones; Jean McAndrew, Fran
dick; Pat Boynton, Bob Cor Davis; LaVonne Hawkes, Ronnie
nelius; Kay Woodall, Jack Han- Boone; Janet Cullinan.e, Dick Lilney; Margaret Sheppard, Cliff lock; Corinne Single, Chuck
Plumley; Jane Embleton, Boyd Capps; Frances Newcomb, Vic
Thompson; Fran McNeil, Joe Myers; Pat Ashurst, A1 King, and
Mitchell; Gladys Cowan, Bob Edna Coward, Bill Huston.
Martin; Betty Taylor, Willis BoyThis was the largest dance ever
Friday the thirteenth won't be arski; Nanci West, Bill Dean; sponsored by Women's Hall, and
unlucky for the members of Jeanne Hunt, Bill Lunt; Pat Bell, also the most spectaculor. The
Archania and their friends, you Rod Leonard; Wanda Pearce, programs were unusually clever,
can bet! because that's the date Frank Moore; Kay Craig, Forrest being decorated with candy
of their annual Christmas dance. Appell; Susan Blum, Bob Stark; canes. The chaperons were Mr.
The theme this year will be Marjorie Bowcock, Bob Olson; and Mrs. Stocking, Miss Camp
worked around the idea of a Marjorie Thatcher, Bill Stone; bell and escort, Miss Seagraves
formal in a "Winter Wonder Caroline Hunt, Sandy Tresize; and escort, and Mrs. Brady.
land." Decorations will be typical Georgina Wood, Russ Agnew;
of the Christmas and winter Peggy Hunt, Curtis Dugan;
Marilyn Kendrick, Joe Kegler;
theme.
CHRISTMAS
Bill Hunefeld is in charge of Claire Wilkins, Hank Batis;
Phyllis Smith, Wally Coulman;
the dance and the decorations.
SPECIAL
George Willson's orchestra will Julia Borba, Ernie Borba; Jeanne
play for dancing which will be Hebbron, Clint Ward; B. A.
Hundreds of Exquisite
Eanes, Jim Irwin; Scott Beatie,
from nine till one o'clock.
Among the members and their Lloyd Hebbron; Bobby Ann
GIFT
guests attending will be George Jameyson, Cliff Smythe; Janet
Cline, Jane Gordon; Art Smith, Rapaport, Jack Copsey; Dixie
Lois Archibald; Bill Thomas, Butler, Berle Minor; Jolyn Berg
Rosemary Strader; Allison Gos- eron, Dean Jennings; Bettyjene
sett, Sylvia Schwartz; Joe Sieg Otto, Milton Ward; Pat Ashurst,
fried, Virginia Timmons; Ed Fay, A1 King; Lynn Warner, Ed
195
195
195
Joan DeMartini; Dick Schneider, Denny; Beverley Crofton, Ed
Susan Hubbard; Bill Hunefeld,
Ruth Coward; Ken Has tin,
A thrilling collection of
Roberta Thomas; Joe Loftus,
unusual values . . . Lus
Daphne Crossman; Glen West, Blue Ribbon Dairy
cious Pastels . . . Floral
D e n i s e Zapherson; William
SERVING
<
Rempfer, Viola Werner; Joseph
Prints . . „ Luxuriant
Thornton, Faye Nesmith; Ben
Laces . . . Rich Embroid
Our
Products
Leese, Marion Nichols; Jim Black,
eries . . . Tailored Models
AT
f
Kathrine Saunders; Dean Gay'
. . . Clever Styles . . .
Phyllis Dodge; Chet Phillips',
"Cub House"
Janice McCloud; LeRoy Leale,
Eleanor Gotelli; Neal Howard'
DONOVAN'S
Virginia Boalt; Mr. and Mrs. Mel
SMART SHOP
Caviglia; Clair Slaughter and
448 West Fremont
guest; Wordell Piccardo and
336
E. MAIN ST.
Phone 8-8613
guest; Joe Johns and guest; Roy
Cooper and guest; Dwayne Mears
and guest; Dave Gay and guest;
Elton Martin and guest; Jere Tillson and guest.

Winterland
Seen At
Archania

AMONG THosc
PRESENT E

Fifteen (Not
In Army)

Eat Beans
A bean-feed at the Knoles resi„e«e wa» glv« W
Knoles for the Frosh club. The
dinner was by invitation, and fif
teen attended.

CTL - Spanish table decora
tions and fruit of all kinds em
bellished the tables. A huge salad
bowl, chili beans, and hot French
breed were other items on the
menu.
xl
After the dinner a meeting was
held to decide the fate of the
Frosh club, and members were
unanimous in voting to continue
it. The next meeting will be
held Monday night, January 13.
Plans for the Frosh mixer in the
first week of the new semester
were made, and President Don
Jackson appointed committees.
Fc?

PEOPLES

Beside the reguiar riln
tiv
legged individuals Jt
t»o.
knowledge,
-«r>-} there
v.iv-xc are a f rU"'are
that enter into another Tl m°*
These happen to be
"dogs" who seem to hav« plai"
earnest desire to learn
^
diligently arrive at the
classrooms and occasion^0115
gai«
admittance. However
side, they forget regui'atw* ^
usually are shown the
^
exit. Their schedules
ot
known, but a number of
seem to be enrolled in n 111
classes. Their names do n?l
pear in the records, but nW f
answer to the name "Yehudir"

V

Members Mer
Alums At
Social
Alums and active memb
,
Alpha Theta Tau met and becam
better acquainted last WeiW
day night at a joint social meet,
ing held at the sorority house
The meeting was conducted
under the joint-chairmanship of
Mrs. Verna Dunstan Test, presi.
dent of the alumni, and Sarah
Cameron, president of Alpha
Thete. Following the meeting
games and refreshments were en.
joyed as planned by Ann Hodg.
kins, social chairman o£ the
house.

Don Jonte and Jack Hannar
told about their experiences, using
the actual packsacks and equip
ment, on their two-week hike.
Tom Woodruff showed some of
the full-colored slides of the trip
Leonard Mahler, Pat Boynton,
Anne Sherwood, Cora Russell,
Warren Nielsen, Bob Buck, Carol
Martin, Don Jackson, Roberta
Thomas, Beth Marriott, Eleanor
Bertkau, Bernice Vignola, Phil
Baer, Hugh Power, and Doris
Scholarship average of Univer
Johnson attended. Miss Knoles, sity of California sororities and
Miss Pierce, and Miss Campbell women's house clubs at Berkeley
is highest in 15 years.
were patronesses.
JEWELRY OF QUALITY

ROGERS JEWELRY CO.
BLUE WHITE DIAMONDS
GRUEN, ELGIN, BULOVA, HAMILTON, WALTHAM and
LONGINES WATCHES
Jack Simpson
Main at Sutter

"A Square Deal All Ways"
STOCKTON

Dial 5-5510

the"""!1",

GOWNS

I

I Best Wishes for

Groceries
Poultry
Vegetables
Fruits
Meats

Gaia-Delnelii

American and Channel

A Happy Holida
Season!

S. H. KRESS CO.

There's always *

that rejr^
with ice-cold Coca-Col
taste of ice-cold

c°^j,

delights your taste, f

^

you a refreshed

is always welcome,
enjoy it daily.

SHE5

"WHERE YOUR DIMES GO FARTHER"

Bottled under authority of The Coca-Cola <
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Home Concert Of Choir
yesterday Features
Christmas Music

threeTmf.^ Or a™ ?acUI®. student body and visitors from Modesto J. C. enjoyed
three hours of dancing after the Cub's last football victory.

Tonight h h k y
For Neophites

Archania will formally initiate
tonight the eleven senior pledges
who received their informal ini
tiation in October.
William Rempfer, house presi
dent, will be in charge of the can
dle-lit ceremonies.
The initiation, will be held at
7:30, preceding the formal dance.
Those to be initiated are Eugene
Wilson, Glen West, Marion Timm,
Joseph Loftus, Robert Dewey, A1
Gossett, Ernie Haas, James Balck,
Included among the soloists of George Cline, Robert Meyer, and
the Modesto Messiah to be held Don McAdams. »
in the First Methodist Church
are Miss Frances Bowerman,
Soprano, and J. Henry Welton,
Co-ed registration at Eastern
Tenor, both of Stockton and Pa New Mexico College increased
cific.
12 per cent this year.

THE ORIGINAL AND GENUINE

Sanfa Leaves
Presents at
Alpha Thete

Camp

I
I

All Genuine White Buck - - 8.95

&

THE UJOnDER
STOCKTON

SURPRISE THE FOLKS
WITH A

3IFT FOR THE HOME
FROM

from
Mrs. Harriett Farr, Hostess

And Greetings From the Cub House Employes
Smith

2_apherson
»nford
ne Ingram

mith

"d Enns
Appei
ellers

Carol Martin
Christal Hoffner
Dickey Clifford
Helen Culver
Betty Ann Hickman
Lorraine Harrington
Annette Gibson
Evajean Brennan
Barbara Temby

Bill Stretch
Barbara Boyes
Eleanor McLain
Floyd Swagerty
Geraldine Cullens
Ralph Fellerson
Anita Franklin
Bill Workman
Marjorie Hooper

Virda Taylor
Virginia Doane
Norma Cleveland
Ida Bush
Vernadene Meyers
Forrest Hounold
Glen West
Glenita Paddock

THE CUB HOUSE
"Where

You

*

417-21 E. WEBER AVE.

MERRY CHRISTMAS
Bryan

Ijtos.

J * VI c •
Large Display of Drapes
Floor Coverings and Furniture
p i m o n a u z i d

»*•

Mae Weigart, Manager

Barbara Temby, Dorothy Mc
Lean, Nancy Brown, Virginia
Wirth, Jerry Bryan,
Jackie
Parker, Juanita Daussat, Betty
Behney, Lois
Fenstermaeher,
Alice Boyer, Franny Hull, Ruth
Coward, Betsy Jones, Ann Hodgkins, Bette Flickinger, Leslie
Knoles, Virginia Spencer, Nadine
Sommers, Dorothy Hull, Dawn
Zuckerman, P h y 1 Hamaker,
Marie Sala, Melva Boone, and
Kewpie McKenzie.
Their escorts were Dale Halbert, Mario Aguirre, Bill Bigelow,
Dick Donnelly, Dick Dunham,
Bob DuBois, Bill Roberts, Louie
Coward, George Hyde, Dub
Smallwood, Manuel Belitzsky,
Stewart Brown, Wilfred Traphagen, Bill Barnett, Bill Hunefeld, Bill Schedler, Bob Lehman,
Bill Stevens, Ted Stewart, Mal
colm Daniels, Les Dow, Clifford
Hull, Carl Steinhart, Don Mc
Adams, Bill Scott, Floyd Swaggerty, and Ed Miller.

Santa Claus brought a bagfull
of tricks with him when he went
to Alpha Theta Tau sorority
house last Saturday night. He en
tered this scene of holiday festivi
ties and left presents for those
who claimed to have been good.
The Christmas atmosphere was
made apparent at this formal
dance by the presence of a gaylydecorated tree, wreaths, candy
canes and holly in abundance.
Dancing was from nine to one
o'clock to the tune of Herm
Sapiro's music.
Patrons and patronesses for
the evening were Mr. and Mrs.
J. Russel Bodley, Dr. and Mrs.
C. Gordon Patten, and Dean and
Mrs. John G. Elliott
Three sons of law graduates
Among those who attended the
dance were, Sarah Cameron, registered this year in the law
Janet Hampton, Muerl Walter, school of Creighton University.
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Geology and Zoology
Classes "Get Around"

Ass01
-*."5£as
, 1C)40
yesieiuay => r£
tear ^ handled by Pacific's
era"1
a Cappella choir,
juts^to be a fitting climax
f o r r a r n S 0 1t h 6 1940 SCa"
rhoir has made a tradition
nejL their winter "home"
el s'nf ,t the last regular asurogram, to show its apem • tion to the members of the
Effor their support and inter^Vs well 38 Siving many StU"
"IT their only opportunity to
the^hoir in concert,
"fhe program was varied, in,2g ''Thou Life of Life,"
J snokov; "Jesus, Our Lord,
Je Adore Thee," James; "Jesus
• in a Weary Lan',"
worked "Benedictus," by Pala£?'iith Charles Wood and
Catherine Kuivala as soloists. The
second group consisted of:
•Mary's Baby," Curtis; "Christ
mas Pie," Loomis; "The Virgin
gy the Manager," Franck, and
finally "The Shepherds Had An
Angel," by Besly, with Katherine
Kuivala singing the soprano solo
part, and Norman Lamb, who was
violin soloist at intermission,
playing the viola solos.
The first assembly of 1941 will
be on Thursday, January 9.

Asilomar—
Scene of
Field Trip

Meet

Every ody"

Hiking over the hills, searching
along the sea shore for shells,
watching and studying the fish
in their natural habitat, watching
the placer mining of gold, visit
ing chalk mines and dam sites,
and getting together in a Satur
day night social are just a part
of a College of Pacific and Stock
ton Junior College course called
—Geology.
« FUN!
Here is a science made fun!
Thus say geological students,
anyway, as they pack their grips
for another one of the three re
quired trips in their study of the
structural history of their Mother
Earth.
Saturday, Dr. Allen Waldo's
class of 80 energetic young geo
logists visited near Mt. Diablo
and Walnut Creek as guests of
the Civilian Conservation Corps
to learn methods of soil conserva
tion.
The first field trip of this
semester was made several weeks
ago when the classes scattered
over the foothills near lone. Dif
ferent methods of recover!-g
placer gold were learned as t e
class inspected a dredge,
draulic workings and a go.d
cyanide recovery plant Pardee
Dam and a chalk mine were in
cluded in the pedagogical tour.
ASILOMAR
The week-end jaunts to Asilomar, however, are the most
eagerly awaited trips of them all.
The combined classes in zoology
and geology are so large that
the students have been divided
into several groups—the third
of which leave this week-end for
"Asilomar by the Sea." So off
for another "workout" in the
study of fish, shells and sedi
ments; and off to another Satur
day social and geology classes
enthusiastically go—vowing that
the fun of the trips more than
balance the so-called "work."

Groups Wanting
Pictures In
Annual-Note

S ;Bp'.\
'

All organizations, particularly
the honor societies, wanting a
page in the Naranjado should
notify the editor at once. Presi
dents of the organizations will
please leave all the information
requested in the letters they re
ceived in November at the In
formation Office in care ©I
Beverly Wright.
Any newly organized groups
wishing information regarding
a place in the yearbook should
get in touch at once with Beverly
Wright, who may be reached by
telephone at 9-9103.

1
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Aviatrix Dishes Up Dirt—
But Not With Plane
By JUNK SPRAGUK
While the rest of us have been
tearing around town in jallopies
or shiny new convertibles (who
said that?) the C.A.A. flying stu. dents have been riding high in
those little yellow Cubs we all
- thought were insects or some
thing. The first one to "go up"
for his license, we hear, is Bur
ton Olmsted, who passed the
flight exam and has only the
written one to go.
Congratulations, Burt! Jack
Garvey and Ed Van Vranken have
also gone up—and the only thing
worrying them now is that from
how on they have to pay for their
flying time. All those interested
in having a ride this Christmas
vacation are cordially invited—
$1.40 for fifteen minutes, please!
While not everyone is finishing
up as soon as Olmsted et. al., the
rest of the class is coming right
along and everywhere we go on
the campus we find little bunches
of flight students "hangar fly
ing." Main topic under discus
sion these days is the solo "cross
country" flight everyone has to
make before taking the flight
test. Livermore, Modesto, Mer
ced, and points between have seen
a lot of Cubs lately. There are
thirty-eight in the primary class,

ICE

COAL
WOOD
FUEL OIL
DIESEL OIL
STOVE OIL
CEMENT ,
LIME
BRICK
PLASTER
SAND
ROCK
GRAVEL

GUEST PROFESSOR
AT SUMMER SCHOOL

PEASE

Running Notes Faculty 'Kids'
Given
On
Party
Flyers
The faculty's kids are sched
uled to have one swell time next
Tuesday evening. For on Tues
day, a grand free-for-all (at least
for all faculty members) will be
held in the SCA Building. There
will be "grand refreshments, pre
pared by the advanced foods
class, and a surprise entertain
ment that will appeal to children
and grown-ups alike.
What is more, we hear that
decorations will be modernistic
tin animals, created by the Plas
tic Design class, and that Santa
Claus will personally visit the
party and distribute presents to
each of the 43 children who are
under 12 years old.
Mrs. Garrigan is in charge of
the refreshment committee. Gifts
have been taken care of by Mrs.
Corry, and Mr. Betz has provided
for the excellent entertainment.
but Merced airport will only
meet thirty-seven Stockton stu
dents—ask Bob Cook about that
one! That's all right, Bob—even
instructor "Duke" got lost the
other day—also at Merced, so con
sider yourself consoled.
Can't think of much else—isn't
that funny about Bob Cook not
being able to find the airport at
Merced. He came home without
landing there at all. Emil Seifert says he likes solo spins bet
ter than dual because he can stop
and "rest" whenever he wants to.
Some dummy used the stabi
lizer crank to roll the window
down!

YOLLAND ICE
& FUEL CO.

Dr. Wheeler of Kansas
Offers Psychological Courses
Dr Raymond H. Wheeler, the outstanding ->0r

ismic"' psychologist of America has been appoint*
1
11
he .
faculty of -Do^iftp'n
Pacific's 1941
1941 Summer
Summer Session
Session, acco . to

to an announcement made this week by Dr. j. S
Jantzen, Dean of Summer Sessions.

MRS. MARION O.
PEASE, director of student,
teaching at Pacific, was
seen in her position ^ as
sponsor of
the Pacific
chapter of the California
Teachers' Association in the
organization's second meet
ing of the semester last
Wednesday n i g h t . T h e
meeting was presided over
by President Orvell Fletch
er.

Manor Hall Has
Yule Party
Manor Hall ushered in the
Christmas season last .night at
a Christmas party held in the
lobby of the hall.
The girls gathered around the
fireplace to sing carols, partake
of refreshments, and exchange
small gifts that were later taken
to the childrens' orphanage.

A Cappella
Gives
Recital

The A Cappella Choir of the
College of Pacific, under the
direction of Professor J. Russell
Bodley, presented a conc^ °
sacred music in the Grace Metho
dist Church last Sunday night.
It was the only local public ap
pearance the choir has made
this season.
Barbara Harrison, soprano, and
Norman Lamb, at the viola were
soloists for the Besly selection of
"The Shepherds Had an Angel.
Soloists for "Benedictus" were
soprano, Katherine Kuivala,
tenor, Charles Wood.
.
Selections sung by the choir
were: Thou Life of Life (Tchesnokov), Christmas Pie (Loomis),
Mary's Baby (Curtis), Jesus, Our
Lord, We Adore Thee (W.
James), The Virgin by the
Manger (Franck), Jesus is a
Rock in a Weary Land (Work).
The Shepherds Had An Angel
(Besly) and Benedictus (Paladilke).

SHEPHERD & GREEN
Contractors, Builders, and
Superintendents of
Construction

INCORPORATED

Telephone 6-6966
Stockton, California

Phone 9-901.7

Office:
830 S. California

309 First National Bank Building
Stockton, Calif.

SERVING PACIFIC

Merry Christmas
i To All Pacific
Grant at

Dia!

Weber

2 - 0229

TED'S
MEAT

MARKET

434 E. WEBER

,///////;#,

MILLER-HAYS CO.

LOVELY

Plumbing

GAYMODES

Serving College of Pacific

THE COLLEGE
BOOK STORE,

Packed in a Lovely
Bookbinding

SENDS GREETINGS
OF THE SEASON

*g

To the Faculty and Students of the College of
the Pacific and Stockton Junior College. Expressing our gratitude for your continued cooperation and help for the past year, and wish
you one and all a pleasant Christmas and Happy
New Year.
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Extra sheer 3 threads, filmy
and fragile looking, cupc
twisted for extra strength and
dullness! Or 5 thread, hightwisted chiffons for ail day flat
tery!
By all means get two pairs in
Pen n ey's enchanting D u e t t
Christmas package.

A Book of
2 Pairs

The College Book Store
'On the Campus for You
f&ca

SxOCKTON, CALIF.

PHONE

Wheeler will offer tll
courses
es here, including
including e>
tional psychology,
*"*#•
uonat
psycnoiogy, psycheproblems in education an* •
j* . '
Sfhv
inar in educational psvchni^
The first of these cour^
be xequueu
required of
^
oe
ox all candidal
working for either an elements
or a general secondary — - ^
TO &..«• two
nrrarlnafo etllrlord-f.
«ixi.
graduate
students, although
° f°r
u
qual.
ified seniors may enroll bvJ w,
"i
/>?ol
orranrromnnf
rial arrangement
Dr. Wheeler is the author
psychol
four books, "Science of Psychol
ogy, "Principles of Mental rv
<<rFV*« T _
i*»nt " and "The
velopment,"
Laws It
Human Nature," and has numer.
ous articles in professional magazines to his credit.
He obtained his Ph. D. degree
in 1915 at Clark University in
Wooster, Masssachusetts. From
1915 to 1922 he taught at the
University of Oregon. In 1922
he became director of the psy.
chology laboratories at the Uni.
versity of Kansas. He has been
chairman of the psychology department there since 1925.
Dr. Wheeler has taught in the
following summer schools: Wash
ington State, 1916; Stanford, 1920,
1921, 1935; University of California, 1922; University of Iowa,
1925, 1927, 1928, 1930; University
of Texas, 1926; University ot
Oregon at Portland, 1938.
During the World War Dr,
Wheeler served as a chief psychological examiner and captain
of a sanitary corps. In 1932, the
Britisli Psychological Association
invited him to England to be its
guest speaker.
He has been associate editor oi
the Journal of General Psychol
ogy since 1927.
Dr. Wheeler maintains that the
most important task of an ele
mentary or secondary school
teacher is guardianship over per
sonality.

Christmas
Takes Over
At Alpha Thete
Christmas time means trees
and wreaths, presents and go
things to eat. All these were
abundance last night at MP™
Theta Tau, because it was the
that the girls held their annua
Christmas party. The party
preceded by a candle-lit
which' was made festive by
appearance of red candles
red berries on the tables.
Following dinner, joke &
were exchanged.
d
Among those who atte ^
were Miss Marie Breniman,
alumnae of the house; Mi 'garaji
Miller,
housemother; an n_ osle
...
jjuihei, iiuuacui"—--.
Cameron, Nickie Ficovic , g(1Wherry,
Kewpie f--—
McKenzit,^
wnerry, ivewpie
, jag.
zanne White, Ruth C°vva ' ces
lie Knoles, Alice Boyer,
^js
Branstad, Bettie Meyc ' pton,
Fenstermacher, Janet w parKet>
....
Phyl Hamaker, Jackie Walter'
Ann Hodgkins, Muerl
Marie Sala, Jean Strong,
yjj.
Sommers, Dawn Zuckei
ginla Spencer, Nancy
Dorothy Hull, Frances ti ^
bara Temby, Betsy j0"eYe Mc'
Behney, Dot McLean, •> • jerr)'
Cloud, Mary Wilson, a
Bryan,
build11'0
A $20,000 steel storage gtatj
cw
being used by , m u»
s; now oeing
uSed
College for books seldom^
or kept for exchange
.•g
United
Naval acad^
unuea States
cnatco x-.-^ w
regiment of midship
' siriee
erine 2,601. is the largeS
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A Regular Party

Omega Plu

C h a i r m a n Irving Frifz Plans
Dance for Saturday Night
yuletide season scurred down on to the unsusHns brothers at Omega I hi Alpha bringing tidings
peC old Saint Nicholas soon would be there to make his
tha,.
gaily decorated fraternity house
lv visit to the
le , chairman Irving Fritz announced that old Kris
S
it had sent him word byo
Union to expect him Sat-1
P!v night when the house holds I
annual Christmas party.

- chairman Fritz has made elab,ate festive plans to fete the
m hers and their guests as well
he jolly old fellow in the red
.fit The party will commence
0't'g P m. Closing at 1 a. m., and
!,m include dancing and the eatof such Yule season foods as
Jtm pudding, popcorn balls, and
along in the latter
evening Santa will
arrive in his 75 Reindeered Ford
amid the tingling of fire sirens
and fog horns. After all of the
brothers and their guests have
been given their presents by St.
Nick, he will drive off leaving
the group in joyous spirits.
The committee for the party
Includes: lies Knoles, Bill Scott,
Bob Thode, Lloyd Hebbron, Gil
Hansen, Roger Cross, and the
general chairman, Irving Fritz.
Patrons and patronesses gre
Mrs. Cora Lynch, Mrs. Rizzo, and
Mr. and Mrs. Reynolds.
Among those attending will be
E f f i e Calderwood, Margaret
Hughes, Melba Jean Lloyd, Pat
Bell, Sally Jones, Corinne Single,
Betty Dahlgren, Jane Abbott,
Jane Embleton, Barbara Fergu
son, Bea McCarl, Aimee Arbios,
Virginia .Cutler, Viola Hahn,
Barbara Harrison, Marian Morken, Pat Market, Mary Gwynn,
Barbara Laddan, Nancy West,
Margie McDonald, Celia Cross,
Leslie Knoles, Pat Dobrasin,
Marilyn Kendrick, DeEtte Hamsher, Jackie Easby, Margaret
Trabert, Susan Hubbard, LaVonne Hawkes, Scott Beatie,
Ruth Coward, Carol Martin, Bar
toa Janeyson, Betty Taylor,
Sometime
the

art 0f

Ifebbron Gibbons' and Jeanne
Escorting them will be Clem
rfger'v.. Hugh McWilliams,
Hamg fritz, George Kapel, Ben
Dow' Joe Tudor, Bob
iwT
ToS r yd Thompson, Bill
Bob Thn^S K"oles- Bob Raven,
Rm ou
James Johnstone,
Cross 'fTu R^y Jones' Roger
Mown
Bonnifield, Dick
Ghi tJ
Dean, Allen Breed,
Stefan TnJ Bil1 Riddick, Bud
Boh i 06 Kegler' ^m Bolton,
Lauren Hanm Dr,° U e Nelson,
Lloyd l£hh
y' Rlchard Collet'
Walt ru bron' Irvin Gartner,

CHRISTMAS
PRAYER

Luke Scott
Makes Good •I

. .
. e s S a v e a v e r y w a r m r e c e p t i o n t o t h e MoT
desto Junior College band during the half-time cere
mony- Particularly interesting were the drum majora'
t>
Particularly interested were members of the
Lucian Scott is making good! Pacific band.

—are the good reports coming
in from Carmel High School.
Luke, who acquired his general
secondary at C.O.P. and was one
of the school's most outstanding
actors is turning in some very
fine work in his new position.
Instructing in speech and
diama, Luke is finding his work
enjoyable. In the past few
months he has been working with
the Freshman Drama Class on
the Carmel beaches, where they
have been working on the produc
tion, "Hero's Revenge or the
"Horrible Fate or Carmel Susie "
Giving several readings at the
community meetings, proves

how

so mucb

in lhe

MERRY
CHRISTMAS
from the
Delta Management
and Staff

ICE CREAM
Bricks and ICE CREAM Moulds for the SEASON'S
FESTIVITIES . . .
We manufacture a complete line of individual Moulds > Ice Cream Pies, Cakes
and Center Mould Bricks

roe CHRISTMAS CANDIES

NOVELTIES AND CHOCOLATES

lor hu-

past-

. Peace M0 Ioob to thee, star
J'1' to 'pe Unity and of goodtk %ht th
the darkness
t„e Yasai-vl-Way for the Bolivias,

MieS' (Star of i-8?" the Wasbing•" k.Qk to n
*' star so bright,
9 thee with faith.

"Help or Isolate,"
Public Affairs

"The American Tour offers an
opportunity to become acquaint
ed with the country, its re
sources, its industrial progress,
its historical backgrounds, and
its ideals." Words to that effect
are what Directors Malcolm R.
Eislen and J. H. tronte will tell
you if you inquire about the tour
to be conducted in the six weeks
fropi June 25 to August 6, in
conjunction with Pacific's Sum
mer Session.
The courses offered by Jonte
are: Geology and Scenrc Beauty;
Science, Industry, and Better
Living; and Industrial Chemis
try.
Eislen will instruct courses in
American Government, and Early
United States History.
In order to gain a wider under
standing of their interesting sub
jects, the students program will
include visits to industrial plants,
museums, art galleries, scenic
beauty spots, government activi
ties, historical shrines, and edu
cational institutions.
Those who need credits will be
interested to learn that up to
six units may be earned toward
a degree or credential require
ments.

The topic of "Help or Isolate?"
was argued by a faculty panel
last Tuesday for the Public Af
fairs Forum at 4:15 in the Stu
dent Christian Association Build
ing.
The heated debate will concern
the subject, whether or' riot
America should lift its blockade
Thirty-one new members have in Europe and send food to Eu
been added to the famed St. Olaf rope under Nazi domination.
Plans are being made or a
College Luthern choir at NorthCorfnell University-Carleton Col
field, Minn., bringing the total to
Occidental College alumni have lege ornithological expedition to
63.
issued an 'Occidental Who's Who.' Menico in 1941.

St^
l^ked 1-ht'-Stars S° brigbtPaithfu
liuilv t0 theG With faith"
v"es ha' °n tbat n'£ht in memblinked
' We f°llowed. You
p'erce t)T° earnestly
then to
lain darkness,
'° '"fleet
' ert. lain
reflex A,
by chin
in v t.hght of celestial
chinin
ght in our eyes
^'ith* the
the hrv
W tryet
*'Ul and ,, r"be °f Peace, of good
reverenc
But m. ,
e.
havo Jime has gone and
)een the faiths since
Orirs; jj.
e
are tbe stars that
.
fruiri
f are i,.ft' and few are those
jjaide the ' But fhcy will not
J 'hen- hi,i *y f°r countries led
men led by ideals
!hat haL ri
"Bariac: °ne

Lukes work is also being ac
cepted by both townspeople and
students.
His latest work has been the
writing of "The Carmel Christ
mas Pageant," which will be
presented in the Carmel Sunset
Auditorium on Christmas day.
The entire enrollment of both the
grammar and high school will
participate in this event.

Month Tour
Of America
Next Summer

1928 Pacific Ave

-«*•« LM
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JAYSEES DROP TWO
TO PANTHERS
Chris Kjeldscn's Tiger Cub basketball team started
their season last week on the wrong toot.
In their two opening games Stockton Jaysee was
defeated twice by Modesto Jaysee—last Saturday nigh
in the Pacific gym 43-21, and Wednesday night at
Modesto 49-26. Both contests*
The Cubs' lethargic pointwere only practice games and had
no effect whatever on the stand getting devices were executed
ing in the Northern California with moderate success by Jack
Junior College hoop conference.
Toomay—only local player to
HANDICAP
approach
Modesto's impressive
Stockton's opener, played in the
new gymnasium as an innovation, stature—who managed to get
was almost pathetic in its aspect, ten lucky points.
. ..
for due to the sickness or in
In Modesto Wednesday the first
eligibility of three first string
half was again closely fought.
players Coach Kjeldsen was With Mason and Sullivan return
forced to start a quintet averag ed to the line-up it looked for a
ing about five and a half feet time as if the Cubs would turn
in height. Modesto on the other the trick. But the Pirates turned
hand exhibited a first string line loose their scoring assault in the
up consisting of two men over last period and submerged the
six and a half feet tall and three Cubs under a deluge of points.
others a shade under that height This flood that brought defeat
The first half was closely came in spite of the efforts of
fought Modesto retired for the one guard, Bert Mason, who put
intermission a scant six Doints in twelve points through the hoop
the lead.
for the Cubs.
INDIVIDUALS
However, the last period was HOPE, FAITH
In spite of the gloomy future
not well under way before the
Pirates turned on the pressure, seemingly in store for the
and it was not many minutes be locals, Chris Kjeldsen is still
fore they had sewed the game up hopeful of a successful season
tight. Dale Hekman, the invader's for Modesto is definitely the fin
giant forward, led the Pirates' est team in the northern part of
scoring with 17 points, completely the state. They have won the
eclipsing any other individual conference championship in bas
ketball for the past five years,
performance of the evening.

Pacific Ave Shops

THE BOOKMARK
Fiction
Non-fiction
Children's

Books

Hours

Sundays

,10 A. "M. to 9 P. M.

2 P. M. to 4 P. M,!

Rental Library
2101 PACIFIC

AVENUE

Bulldogs Whipped
Fresno's Bulldogs felt the sting
of defeat for the second time this
year when they lost to Arkansas
State Teachers 13-0. The gam

Gridders Nearly
Upset Marines

was^
breaks against Fresno. The Bull-

Field Goal Keeps Tigers In
Front Until Late Score

dogs leave for Hawaii and their
final contest on January l,
against the University of Hawaii
—the annual Pineapple Bowl
Smitten again by the strong arm of fate iu the ]
game.
10 minutes of play, a hard fighting Tiger team - *st

- A ,
IXI II/1C of
d\T
4 11 San
UAN Di^
IV! 0
IKON MIKE
SPTS
to WttorTefeat'a7
'the hands
the
Phil Martinovich, former Col last Thursday night, 6-3, before a wildly cheering (.>v,
cro^d
lege of Pacific grid star, added
his bit to the 73-0 slaughter that of over 12,000 persons.
All through the garae tk
his team, the Chicago Bears,
Tigers repulsed each threat*
handed the Washington Redskins
move of the Devil Dogs untilT?
in
their
professional
league
— —
Trometter, triple-threat
championship playoff,
back, found his running
^ ^ ^ i
.^
Phil, who has missed only two
kicks all season, was sent in to
COUNTER ATTACK
boot the point after touchdown.
Trometter displayed
one
* V
VIR oi tk
1- After kicking ten footballs into
tost brilliant ind"-most
individual
exhib'
the stands, the Bears had to re
tions of football
' xitball ever seen ill
sort to passing for the point
years. It was Trometter who
after touchdown because of a
pulled the ragged threads of the
shortage of footballs. In the pro
Annual Affair at Hotel
Marine machine together
fessional game the fans keep the
sparked the counter "attack
Wolf Is Traditional
stray pigskins.
wiped out Pacific's th^Mhrt
lead
Last year the Cubs were very
Through the early stages of
Coach Amos Alonzo Stagg*s
unsuccessful, losing first to a de
the game Trometter played well,
annual
post-season
football
ban
cidedly inferior Salinas Jaysee
both on offense and defense, but
team, and then, after outplaying quet was held at the Hotel Wolf really went to town in the last
Monday
night.
strong Santa Rosa Junior College
quarter. After Pacific had
straight through for 35 minutes, TRADITIONAL
stopped the service men on the
The
affair,
a
traditional
one
in
dropping a close decision to the
stituted by Mr. Stagg when he six and kicked out to the Marine
Bears.
first came to Pacific, is given 37, Trometter steered the leather
in honor of the football team at necks to the promised land in
and this season's quintet is hailed the end of each football season. five plays.
as the finest in history.
Biggest event of the evening SCORE MADE
As a matter of fact the youth
was the presentation of the
On the first play Trometter hit
ful coach still has hopes of
honorary captaincy of the past the right side for 13 yards, then
dumping the Pirates in the con
year to Stan Vaughan. Mr. ran around right end for 15 more.
ference competition. For he
Stagg presented copies of his Here Bob Hughey picked up three
believes that with the benefit
book "Touchdown" to Sopho through center, next came a
of added practice and added ex
more and Junior players and double reverse and a pass to Dave
perience both of which re
gave bronze engraved football Foss that was good to the Tiger
quisites are much needed by the
trophies to ihe senior members 4-yard strip.
Cubs, the Jaysee can assemble
of the squad.
The next play was the dose of
one of the finest teams in the PRAISE
RAISE EXTENDED
n that Dame Fate had preconference . . .
During the evening all of the pared for the
. s
of M
Sons of
Bengalplayers got up individually and town when Bill Farmer crashed
The lighting system in Baxter gave a recount of an interesting right tackle for the 6 points.
Stadium, increased by one third event during the past season. Mr.
Up to that time the three
a year ago, is 90,000 watts, one Stagg praised Assistant Coach points that the Tigers picked
of the most powerful on the en Ralph Francis for his splendid up when Emil Siefert made a
tire Pacific Coast.
work during the Marine game. beautiful angular placement
Mr. Stagg also praised the as from the 24 were looming
sistant coaches for their fine larger and larger.
GET YOUR HAIR CUT AT
work during the year.
Special guest speakers were Dr. BENGALS GOOD
BOB'S
Out-gained throughout the
Tully C. Knoles, Dr. Dwayne Orton, O. H. Ritter, R. L. Breeden, game the final figures showed
BOB'S BARBER SHOP
and Doug Dashiell.
that the Marines piled up 17
2008 PACIFIC AVE.
downs to the Tigers' 6, but J
Pacific goal was only crossea
Oh~ For the Life once. It was the gamest per
formance ever put on in
Of a Reporter
For Corsages with
southern city by a Pacific e
Trying to win one for the
; that College Swank
His face was hot and flushed
man" who was left at home w
and
his
appetite
was
all
gone,
SEE
but sport reporters must carry the flu, Pacific turned loose BSWERW00D NORTON
on, and it was the night of the cycle Bill Thomas and Emil
big
game between the Alumni fert, but their flashy
OK CALL 2-6550
running went for naught, 0
and Varsity.
=>
He sat in the press box and guy Trometter spoiled
thin'.
made notes as usual.
Home again to mother. She FOUR WINS; FIVE EOSSJS
Vieira,
tucks him in bed. Out comes the
Vernon Schmidt, Doug Gays.
castor-oil, mustard plasters, qui Stan Vaughan, the two
2115 Pacific Ave.
nine, and what-not. Mother scores. Dave and Dean, were bu'* gen.
Dial 2-6550
The flu has been routed, and the defense and offense for
^
family cheers.
galeers. Until the laf f(eCtive
they completed the mos^^ ^.
job of holding tne
any
TRY TIT"ning Marine machine
wet
other opponents they
this year.
^on

Footballers
Feted
By Stagg

Ceilege Flower

Strop

iRISTMAS
MERRY

CWNESS

mom

CHINESE, AMERICAN
HUNCHES — DINNERS
"The Taste Will Tell"

Ph. 3-M51

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

Celebrate and have a
good t i m e. Afterwards
drop in and try our spe
cial doughnuts and cof
fee.

DO-NUT
SHOP
2301 Pacific Ave. Dial 2-9328

20U Pacific Ave.

The game ended th
^
for both teams. The f ,fofts
of Pacific's gridiron
^
this fall showed f°ur
against five losses.

con-

The present gymnast"1 {lo0f
tains nearly twice as m trUCtui'e
space as the wooden
which it replaced.

CHRISTMAS GIFTS

a
a
&

KING'S

2047 PACIFIC AVE-

JEWELRY, DIAMONDS, CLOCKS,
SILVER, PENS

S
W SEE OUR FINE
^ LINE OF WATCHES—
| CONVENIENT TERMS
S

AT

|
*

HAMILT0^
WALTHAM
ELGIN
GRUEN

M UtT4M

! ^ £ w e e k u u Fr i d a y , d e c . 13, 1940

Ifj&ERS schedui
{\VENTY -ONE
contests
2f»s

Scholarship
Offered
J. C. Grad

Xii-tx £&?sr

^t-uunute cancellation of the previously scheduled
A 1 uith the
Imvei'Mty
of Utah,T slated
V***"
»
Y»»»«/VV* for
X OJL' Sacragi"!!w o» the 37th, was cancelled.
Noticeably missing

'

in

the

schedule

were

the'*--

games with U. S. F. and

»

SKI GROUP
MODELS
EQUIPMENT

glaiiford.
complete schedule:
mu Sun Lumber Co.
Here
V*-• 1 ' " (L. A.)
—J
... Tsjevv Mexico State. Here
Whit tier College. Here
Here
?? 4 Chapel of Oaks,
•to ' (Oakland)
Here
Say, that's pretty sharp!"
. „ 7 San Jose State
"Hey, Joe, look at those neat
11
UTJcii
Jan.' U.
OP^
u San
14,
San Jose
J- State. San Jose poles." "Oh!, Sue, isn't that just
J40, 18,
L' A.
. G.
n Spauldmg
Snauldine
Here too cute? I love the furry stuff
Jan- in> "Sacramento)
all around the colla
- (hat
1 Santa Clara. Santa Clara jacket."
of Npvflda
TTprp
E'* 7' Univ. of
Nevada. Here
EQUIPMENT
g Univ. of Nevada.
Here
These and many other "Ohs!
tph 13 California Aggies. Davis
Ylb 15, California Aggies. Here and Ahs!" were heard last .night
Here when the Pacific Ski Club held
S 18,' Santa Clara.
. Fresno s first model and exhibit show
Feb. 21, Fresno State
. Fresno of ski clothing and equipment.
Feb 22, Fresno State
Feb' 28, Chico State
Here
This swell display was made
March 1, Chico State
Here possible by some of the better
.. Chico downtown winter sports stores.
March 2, Chico State
.. Chico. Those who donated articles were:
March8, ..Chico State
Blaney-Specken, Johnson's, Katten-Marengo, Logan's C a m e r a
Tigers Practice
Shop, Turner Hardware, Stock
ton Ski Shop and Yost Brothers.

After Xmas

PERPETRATORS

While you students are lead-

Chairman for the affair was

cuperation after the festive
moods of Christmas Day, the
courtsters of the College of the
Pacific basketball team will con
vene at the College fop some post
season workouts and games.
They will open practice ses
sions on the 26th and then play
hosts to Whittier College on the
28th. On the 4th of Jauary the
Tigers will go out against the
Chapel of Oaks squad from Oak
land. All of the after Christmas
games will be played in the Pa
cific Pavillion without the bene
fit of preliminary games.

Bettegene Otto, Jean Evenhoe,
and Martin Locke.
The next club meeting will be
held at the regular time and
place Monday night, December
16, at 8 o'clock, 111 Weber Hall.
Applications for. club member
ship can be obtained from Sam
Morriss, Clifford Wisdom, Rollie
Homo, or at the club meetings.

jug a life of relaxation and re Mr. Boyd Thompson, assisted by

Ralph Francis
Bears Up
In Trouble

New Courses
In Library
Science

Mrs. Grace A. Olson, who has
a great amount of experience in
library work, will teach two new
courses in library science—a new
field of study to the curriculum
Trouble! trouble! and more of the College of Pacific.
trouble! That's all Ralph Francis
The courses are designed to
** been breathing for a long help teachers and library assist
^ month he was In- ants and will be introduced at
W?h
. for * considerable the beginning of the spring
of an
by a recurrence semester.
d inJury. Last week at
t|/h .°' 1
The first subject, "Element
^height of the flu wave Coach ary School Library Administra
»nd r
? ,do*ne<t fey the bug tion," is a survey of library tech
(or the final
°Ver the relns niques and tools. In this course
He7nnwufiame of lhe season. the student learns the diction
to San ty
flu-riddled Tigers ary card catalogue system and
toe poIHa leg° and there missed administration.
The second course, "Catalog
tog a wf1 opportunity of coachtoe dim nJng game because of ing Classification and Filing,'
ifere noseri players- There they is a laboratory in which the dic
mini °Ut of victorY by a tionary card catalogue is oper
touchdown
""Heron*
after ated.
the part of
Information about the new
toe Marines
p
Mments f '
received com- courses may be obtained from
0ld Man" ^ b0th the "Grand Registrar Bob Burns or Dean of
^aching nfaiY hls boys for his the College Dr. Fred L. Farley.
Prior to th
Marine game.
??tofied of iigame time, he was
An award assembly for foot
to father a»j SU(Jden death of ball will be held in mid-January.
toards left / ^mediately after- In addition to the letters, special j
. father'/0* Sonora to attend trophies will also be given.
£ Who was 1U"eraL Mr. Fran
e best °f health
ce he v,i
n38 78 and a S Mtally stricken,
O S PACIFIC AVENUE—
te Was in n,natlve °f England.
Css
6
au
m
the tt° obile busi- j
LINDBERG'S
^ ^^oeoUhis death.

IS

TUXEDO BARBER SHOP

^ are^prL,f°nege's 23 build"
aa over 27 acres.
q'h

10c
Waffles ....15c

Shakes

°ven

For Satisfying Haircuts

Plate Lunch
20c
Fried Apple Pie ....10c

Donuts 30c per Dozen

^ r s - Holmans Donut Cake Shop
1603 PACIFIC AVE.
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JAYSEES ELEVATED
INTO A LEAGUE
Conference Meeting Also Advances
Salinas; Grid Winners Chosen

Julia Prindle Nelson Offers
Government Scholarship
Like Cinderella of rags-to- riches fame Stockton
For Year 1941-'42
Junior College has hit the big time. With the aid of the

fairy godmother, hard work, and prince charming Doug
Dashiell the cubs have landed in the upper grid brackets
The Julia Prindle Nelson along with such "A" division schools as San Francisco,

scholarship in government, with
a stipend of $400, is offered for
CUB RANK
the academic year 1941-1942 to a
graduate of a junior college who
JUMPS
desires ^ to prepare himself for a
career in public administration.
Stockton Junior College foot
In addition to taking academic ball ranking took another
work for credit, the appointee will jump yesterday with the pub
assist in departmental assign lication of National Junior
ments for eight hours each week College football rankings by
under the direction of the staff the All American Gridiron
Index. Their final ranking
of the School of Government.
Candidates for appointment gave the "B" Conference
must be graduates of junior col Champion Cubs a position of
leges and be eligible for entrance 15th, which tabbed them as the
to the School of Government. Ap third best junior college club
plicants will be considered on the in California.
The only California teams to
basis of scholastic attainments,
professional interest, and per place higher than the local
Doug Dashiell-Coached Cubs
sonal characteristics. They will were Santa Ana in the number
be expected to file with their ap one spot and Compton in the
plications- the following items:
10th position.
1 Evidence of high scholas
tic standing;
The skyscraper building of
2 A report, not to exceed Mundelein College, Chicago, has
3,000 words, describing and three elevators, 873 windows, and
characterizing in terms of a 1,468 steps, 570 more than the
standard text in public admin Washington monument.
istration the government of the
city or county in which the
junior college is located.
(ALL MATERIAL MUST BE
SUBMITTED BY MAY 1, 1941.

Shop On Pacific
Avenue

f San Mateo, Modesto, Sacramento,
and Salinas.
Stockton was given its promo
tion along with Salinas at a meet
ing of the Northern California
Junior College Conference held
last Saturday at San Francisco
and attended by Junior College
coaches and faculty members.
TRACK PROMOTED
Also promoted into the "A"
division was the local track team.
Winners of the "A" and "B" di
visions were officially announced.
San Francisco and San Mateo
tied for the upper division, and
Stockton was awarded the "B"
title.
The official schedule for next
fall was drawn up by the group.
CONFERENCE SCHEDULE
Following is the list of Stock
ton's league games:
Oct. 3—Stockton at Salinas.
Oct. 10 — San Francisco at
Stockton.
Oct. 25—Stockton at San Mateo.
Nov. 7—Sacramento at Stock
ton.
Nov. 20—Stockton at Modesto.
This list does not include all
of Stockton's games, merely
league games. Other games
will be scheduled later.

The scholarship is awarded by
University of Minnesota Bach
the committee on scholarships
society presents an annual Bach
and student aid on recommenda
festival.
tions made by the faculty of the
School of Government. The term
of the scholarship is one year.
Application forms, further infor
mation regarding the Julia Prin
die Nelson scholarship, and print
ed materials relating to the pro iiiiiRHiiBnRNaiiafiiimiiBfiHmimHiuiRumiifiiiHittwwRttijiiKiiiiiiiiifiiRiiitiiuRitiiitimMiHWiiiiUHmiiiijifiMimjfmimiHnHiiiniiijtiiHimniiiiiHiiijHfMiHi'RiiHiiiiHiiijiHiiNBiiitjs
gram and interests of the School
of Government may be obtained
from the School of Government,
the University of Southern Cali
fornia, University Park, Los An
geles.

Pacific Ave Shops
PACIFIC COFFEE SHOP
"Where the Food Is Always Good"

Six casaba baskets have been
finally installed in the gymna
sium. They are set on new
streamlined, concave backboards

BLEWETT'S

SERVING BREAKFAST, LUNCH and DINNER

9041 PACIFIC AVENUE

TRY OUR WAFFLES
-A REAL TREAT

Specializing In

ICE CREAM
PUMPKIN PIES
NOVELTY MOLDS
Just the thing to add the dis
tinctive touch to your holiday
| dinner.
ON PACIFIC AVE.
DIAL 2-2830

WINTER SPECIAL
Student
Hot Lunches and
Dinners

ice

tRenm

HOBBS
BATTERIES
Lubrication by
ROY COOPER

SIBLEY E. BUSH
SHELL SERVICE
2302 PACIFIC AVE.

GIFTS FOR EVERYONEI
Give Something Different!
PERFT7 'E

BOTTLES AND PLAQUES . . . Hand-Painted
Decorated with Miniature Sea Shells

and

—or—

DB LEE NOVELTY FIGURES and New Barnware . * . HAND-

PAINTED STONITE COPPER AND BRASS BOOKENDS, TRAYS
—or—
HAND-PAINTED LINENS—And * of Course
GIFT-WRAPPINGS!

XMAS CARDS

The Pottery & Gift Shop
2110 PACIFIC AVENUE
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TIGER
S
N
A
R
By

BOB CONAWAT

i)EC lj| IJ4U

hoopsters Get Down To
Business Tomorrow
Rough Riders Entertained
Before Xmas Holiday

New Mexico Squad Follows Sun
Lumber Outfit Into Gym

Rangy College of the Pacific basketball team f
Set back sightly by-tfiei.-two»
J£b^.
wi m-artise sessions for their pre-Christmas vacatj"1'
!
"Swede" Righter and his of tho^Modesto Pirates Chris Kjeldsen's
schedule and made ready to oppose the SujTio11
valiant, but hardly capable, crew tet is set to rebound suddenly and violently toiught
court
>
team from Los Aaftc,es tomorrow
tomorrow
of gymnasium dedicators went
through the motions of a basket
ball game last Saturday. From
Although the Ralph Fra„ •
all indications they did manage the new Pacific basketball planter
nc& I
ached Timers
coached
Tigers ran rough Tt
to entertain the spectators, most NO PUBLICITY
over the Alumni last SaturSal
of whom were probably more The Rough Riders are a team
night, it was not a good test m
curious about the folding seats of free-lance basketballers, most
tuie
h e twain
e a m cts
a s 10
t o tmeir
h e i r nossihiuJ
— I
than about the sharpshooters.
ly graduates of Napa High
Just
what
potential
strength
TIGERS WEAK
School, who usually exhibit rather
club has will be brought out ^
The Tigers showed the need fine basketball. Last year's Cubs
the week-end's struggles, AJ,
of additional practice; however, were forced to come from behind
though the Sun Lumber'tearrr'
many of them were still a bit in the final period to beat them
just a club squad, they will ninr!
on the weak side after mild at 38-35. However, not being very
than give the Tigers something
tacks of the flu. The absence of extensively publicized their cur
to do. They are headed by Wilbm
Coach Ralph Francis, who was rent strength is unknown.
Munkers,
former All-Coast center
attending his father's funeral in
from U.C.L.A., and other South
The Stockton Junior College
Sonora, may have added to the
ern California stars.
team will take the floor at full
general confusion.
FINALISTS
strength.
Only
uncertainty
is
Chris Kjeldsen directed the
Jack
Toomay—who
is
suffering
The Lumber team advanced to
squad, which finds itself in the
the finals in the Southern Cali.
unfortunate position of not hav from a painless ailment in the
fornia basketball tournament last
ing an assistant coach
a knee. Both Bert Mason and Don
year; meeting some of the better
position filled in past seasons Sullivan, completely recovered
amateur casaba teams in the
by Harold Jacoby. Neverthe from the flu, will lead the Cub
lower portion of the state. Last
less, there will be plenty of offensive.
year the Tigers caught them
talent available, many former STARTERS
40-22, which was number one of
basketeers being willing and Able Beside Mason and Sullivan
three defeats that they suffered
to help direct the hoopsters.
Coach Kjeldsen's tentative start
during the whole campaign.
FLU BUG
ing line-up will contain Joe Law,
Monday night's game will be
The Cubs, who stole a march Kiyoshi Shimasaki, and Randolph
no breather either for the locals
and really played the first con Smith.
as the New Mexico Teachers
test in the structure, were also
Negotiations are at this mo
have a veteran club. Last year
beset by their share of hardthey grabbed 19 victories while
luck. The big Modesto outfit ment under* way with various
suffering but three defeats. They
would not have been so superior schools with whom the Board
captured the New Mexico Con
with such steadies as Mason, of Athletic Control desires to
ference Championship. Three of
Sullivan, and Smith in the line match the Cubs for the second
last year's starting lineup are
up. It's the same old story-—the feature of a double-decker pro
gram next Monday night. As
again in uniforms, Holler, Ray,
flu bug got them.
Playing
their
hearts
out
in
the
gym-dedication
game
Future Bengal opponents are yet, though no definite arrange are "DADDY" RUSSELL, former all-time great and Page. Last year Holler was
the leading scorer for the team.
again blasting the baskets. The ments have been made and it
Fresnans and the Santa Clara is possible that the Baby Tigers hoopster, and KENNY ROGERS, junior. Others in the NATIVE SONS
Broncos are hot. The Broncos, may not play a game on that picture are Jo-Babe McWilliams with that "Y" emblaz
New Mexico is. a team com
oned on his jersey, Bob Henning and Bob Nikkei, No. posed largely of out-of-state men.
losing forwards Bruce Hale and date.
Toddy Giannini from last year— MODESTO TOURNEY
15. The latter two are members of the winning varsity Out of a twelve man traveling
who received very favorable
quintet.
squad, nine nail from Indiana,
The
next
Cub
contests
will
not
notice from the New York scribes
one from Michigan, and two from
be
played
until
after
Christmas.
off their performances in Madi
New Mexico. No man on the
On
January
ninth
they
journey
son Square Garden, still have
squad is over 6 feet 2 inches,
to
Modesto
for
the
annual
state
the services of guard Feerick.
but they iiave proved speedy,
tournament. For their first game
I.UISETTI BACK
clever basketeers.
they
have
drawn
Los
Angeles
Feerick was the BIG reason
— Just who Francis will inject
for the Santa Clara opening game City College, winner last year,
into the Tiger starting lineup
win over the Bengals last season. and always one of the finest
is problematical, but it will
In a recent game he hit the hoop teams in the state. If the Baby
probably revert back to the
for ten points.
Bengals lose they will not be elim
veteran outfit of Rogers and
Incidentally, Giannini, one of inated but will be allowed one
The old gentlemen with the long flowing beard, Kelly at forwards, Henning: at
the classiest forwards to play more game to show their worth. scythe and hour glass in hand, had one of his last flingcenter, and Norton and Mona
here, is now performing for On the other hand, if they win
the San Francisco Olympic no one can tell to what height eroos in the new Pacific gymnasium last Saturday night, gan at guards.
when his emissaries took on a team of fresh young SUBS START
,
Club. Hank Luisetti, the former they will soar.
This lineup may be changea
"coil-itch" kids in a game of basketball and lost their
Stanford flash, who was only
The Stockton Jaysee quintet dignity and what not, 52-15.
«
—-— by game time for both g11
recently reinstated by the AAU,
really begins its season on the
The Decadeers started off like what the Bengals can really play Sherwood Norton and forwaru
will fill the other forward
have
nineteenth of January when the old fire horse at the sound
• - -missedt
Kenny Rogers "»
berth. This c o m b i n a t i o n
without
his
guidance,
business
scrimmages
this
week
becaus
they embark upon their mur of the gong as soon as Referee
definitely lifts the Olympians'
derous thirteen-game confer George Caviglin spit the whistle ought to really pick up when they shin splits. Should they n°
game from the ranks of the
ready to go, the opening assign
"fat men's pastime."
ence schedule . . .
from his red ruby lips, signifing play with "Doc" at the helm.
ments win
will fall
ian onto two
-• " j
opening of play, "Cherub" Royse NEW BOARDS
men, Clare Slaughter at fo
hooked in a neat one-handed shot
The new fan-shaped backboards and Joe Johns at guard- worjj.
from side court for the first two
which
many thought would siow have been receiving heavy
points of the game.
down play showed no evidence outs this week,
r
MAl BE MONAGAN
of doing so in Saturday's two
In this early stage of the game, games. The fellows shot at
the varsity gained control of the them like they had been up there
casaba and worked it smoothly for years and apparently paid
straight down court where Va no attention to them, although
I happened to be ini °u weeK
le jo's pride and Pacific's propa most of the lucky bank shots
llea
ganda minister sunk one to even seen in previous years were not on Tuesday night of t
at tne^ Q^ boy
CtliU was
VV UO ashamed
U-OllW.*
up the score. From here on the evident and none of the fans and
for attention bestowed
bbw"— om
wa
He ^
"game"?? was on solidified H20, missed them. Clover leaf shots ior
for the Bengals made points at are gone forever in Pacific's new who entered the library- the
in uniform! Yes, he was#
will.
gymnasium.
uniformed boy I'd seen
le
Coach "Swede" Rigliter, who
The starting line-ups were:
campus, too, but I didn
sra.1
e®
headed the alumni coaching Rogers
.F.
Stark and stare and make him
forces tried plenty of strategy Kelley ..
...F.
Collis barrassed that he was
by putting new teams in every Henning
...C, Easterbrook scious.
library
quarter, but to no avail. The Monagan
• . . G . .... 'Vood
Some of the boys m t
unl.
youngsters had the old Indian Norton ..
.. G
with us will probably ' . by
sign on them.
Sherwood Norton and W
i before long
\Vtif
OLDIES WARM UP
other by
Kelley led the Bengal eers
men»
''n't we accept these
jn
The best period from the stand scoring with 12 each. Wa
t as we do the
w-c
point of the alumni was the third Halberg led the "old men" wit
-itball suits, at leaSt
,
being®
quarter when they held the var three digits. Half time score
them as humanvvav
sity quintet to nine points while was 38-5.
'act in such 3 *'~iDe»
they, the alumni, chalked up
'-em feel ^eJy *!>»
seven.
Bill
Thomas
was
selected
by
L
ther -or
With the absence of Coach
the Nevada squad as one of their siou in '
d0"
Francis, Jaysee Coach Chris
v,
soon. We
all-opponent team. Dean Gay re
Jn we*
Kjeldsen took charge of the var ceived the same honor from be
wan
sity. If Francis' absence shows Fresno.

VARSITY-ALUMNI

Old Man With Beard and
Varsity Basketeers
Whip Alumni in Opener

TIGER RAG

